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IFC-IOR is premised on mutual collaboration and cooperation and aims to advance maritime 

safety and security in the Indian Ocean Region. The Centre aims to work closely with national 

and regional agencies as well as like-minded organisations/ Centres to generate 

comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness. The mutual collaboration is further enhanced 

with the presence of International Liaison Officers (ILOs) from partners nations positioned at 

the Centre. The Monthly Maritime Security Update (MMSU) is a comprehensive effort by the 

Centre to generate an overarching picture to assist the maritime community in better 

understanding of the maritime challenges and threats in the region. While the various 

maritime security threats are monitored on a daily basis by the integrated team with ILOs, and 

is disseminated through the IFC-IOR website, the maritime security analysis culminates in the 

form of MMSU. The maritime security incidents for the duration of 01 Aug – 31 Aug 21 have 

been categorised under the following heads: - 

 (a)   Piracy and Armed Robbery 

 (c)   Contraband Smuggling 

 (e)   Illegal Unreported Unregulated Fishing 

 (g)   Natural Events  

(b)  Maritime Terrorism  

(d)  Irregular Human Migration                                                            

(f)   Maritime Incidents 

(h)  Environmental Security 

            

 

 

293 incidents were monitored in the wider 

Indian Ocean Region in the month of Aug 21. 

Irregular Human Migration and Maritime 

Incidents each comprised about one third of 

the total recorded incidents, followed by, 

Contraband Smuggling, IUU Fishing, and 

Piracy & Armed Robbery. 

   

Additionally, the Centre also monitors the maritime traffic in IOR. As per data observed, in 

2020, approximately 145,000 vessels were monitored to be operating in the region. In the 

month of Aug 21, an average of 20,000 – 22,000 distinct vessels have been observed in IOR, at 

any given instant. 

SCOPE 

OVERVIEW OF INCIDENTS 
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Piracy & Armed Robbery IUU Fishing 
Irregular Human 

Migration 
Contraband 
Smuggling 

Maritime 
Incidents 

Maritime Terrorism 

 

* GoG – Focus on only Piracy & Armed Robbery incidents; Mediterranean – Focus on only IHM incidents 

  

The maritime security situation in the wider Indian Ocean region has been monitored 
under various maritime security threat categories for the month of Aug 21. 

 
• Piracy & Armed Robbery – In Aug 21, the Centre recorded the same number of 
incidents as Jul 21 (10 incidents) and a 47% decrease from Aug 20 (19 incidents). 
Three incidents were recorded in South China Sea, two each in the Straits of Malacca 
and Singapore (SOMS) and Gulf of Guinea and one incident each in Java Sea, Malacca 
Strait and East Africa (off Somalia). Manila anchorage, Philippines saw two sea 
robberies and an attempted sea robbery. Perpetrators carried pistols in two of the 
incidents and knives in the third and had altercations with/ threatened the crew.  One 
incident of sea robbery (Guinea) and one incidents of attack (Nigeria) were recorded 
in the GoG. Both incidents recorded in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS) 
were of sea robberies (knives used), one each in the Eastbound and Westbound Lane 
of Singapore Strait TSS. The trend of incidents in GoG has seen a 50% decrease from 
Jul 21 and a 78% decrease from Aug 20. This decrease may in part be attributed to 
enforcement efforts by littoral nations and enhanced presence of foreign warships. 
One incident of attack was reported onboard a Ro-Ro passenger vessel transiting 
close to the Somali coast. This is the first such attack reported off the coast of 
Somalia since an attack on two fishing vessels FV ADRIA and FV TXORI ARGI in Apr 
19. Vessels are advised to continue following industry guidance laid down in BMP5 
and BMP WA. The new HRA comes into force wef 01 Sep 21. The Centre continues to 
advise seafarers to maintain a sharp watch at sea against all types of maritime 
security threats. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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• Contraband Smuggling – The Centre observed a 17% decrease in the number of 
recorded seizures as compared to Jul 21. Majority of the incidents were related to 
drug smuggling followed by domestic product smuggling and tobacco smuggling. A 
22% decrease was observed in the number of recorded drug seizures from Jul 21. 
The drugs seized include Ketum (4,750kg), Cannabis (1,596kg), Methamphetamine 
(869kg), Heroin (604kg), Hashish (275kg), Captagon pills (1.6million), Sea cucumber 
(9,920 kg). The major seizure of narcotic pills includes 1.6 million captagon pills off 
Saudi Arabia.  The Centre continued to monitor large seizures of turmeric (banned 
import commodity) off Sri Lanka. 
 
• IUU Fishing – A 68% increase was observed in the number of IUU fishing 
incidents recorded in Jul 21, driven by a 106% increase in the number of local IUU 
fishing incidents recorded. The Centre observed about 14% decreases in the number 
of poaching incidents as compared to Jul 21. Two nine-month fishing bans are in 
force off Oman viz. Shrimp ban from Dec 20 to Aug 21 and lobster ban from June 21 
to Feb 22. Additionally, Oman has also imposed a ban on Kingfish fishing and trading 
for two months from 15 Aug 21. 
 

• IHM Incidents – The Centre monitored a 72% increase in the incidents recorded, 
as compared to Jul 21, which may be attributable to enhanced reporting and 
favourable weather conditions in the Mediterranean. The fallout of COVID-19 is likely 
to exacerbate illegal crossings/ migration. About 86% of the recorded incidents 
occurred in the Mediterranean region. 67 incidents were reported off Turkey, nine off 
Mayotte, seven off Libya, four off Italy, three off Tunisia, two each off Greece and 
Oman and one each in Bangladesh, Cyprus, Malaysia and Singapore. 
 
• Maritime Incidents –The Centre monitored a 34% increase in reported incidents 
in Aug 21, as compared to Jul 21. 16% of these incidents involved sinking/capsizing of 
vessels, predominantly small vessels. 13 incidents of detention due to unauthorised 
anchoring off Malaysia were recorded. Five collisions, a 50% increase as compared 
to Jul 21 were recorded. An incident of a small oil spill, following grounding of a 
vessel, was recorded off Somalia. 
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Security Threats at Sea Need Global Response 

 

 
 

➢ Addressing a high-level debate on enhancing seafarer security, Maria Luiza Ribeiro Viotti, UN 
Secretary-General Chef de Cabinet, highlighted the need for stronger international co-operation. Despite 
an overall decrease in maritime traffic due to the COVID-19 pandemic, piracy and armed robbery of 
ships rose by 20 % in the first six months of last year. 
 
➢ Incidents in Asia nearly doubled, while West Africa, the Straits of Malacca and Singapore and 
the South China Sea were the most affected areas 
 
➢ According to the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi oceans are “a shared global commons” 
and the “lifeline” of international trade. He proposed the following five principles to develop a roadmap 
for global maritime security. 
 

• Removing barriers from legitimate maritime trade.  

• Encouraging responsible maritime connectivity. 

• Settling maritime disputes through peaceful means and on the basis of international law.  

• Jointly facing natural disasters and maritime threats created by non-state actors.  

• Preserving the maritime environment and resources. 
 

➢ UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) chief executive Ghada Waly reported a 2009 
programme, established to address the Somali piracy threat, is now its largest initiative with a budget 
that has grown from $300 000 to over $230 million. 
 
➢ The Global Maritime Crime Programme encompasses 170 personnel in 26 countries who 
provide capacity building and support for legal reform, simulated trials and maritime training centres. 
 
Source: https://channel16.dryadglobal.com/security-threats-at-sea-need-global-response 
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•   Piracy And Armed Robbery 

10 piracy and armed robbery incidents (actual as well as attempted) were recorded by the Centre for the 
month of Aug 21. Three incidents were recorded in South China Sea, two each in the Straits of Malacca 
and Singapore (SOMS) and Gulf of Guinea and one incident each in Java Sea, Malacca Strait and East 
Africa. Same number of incidents were recorded as in Jul 21 (10 incidents) and 47% decrease from Aug 20 
(19 incidents), driven by a drop in incidents in the GoG and rise in incidents in the South China Sea.  
 
Incidents in SOMS – Two incidents of sea robbery were reported in the SOMS, one each in the Eastbound 
Lane of TSS and Westbound Lane of TSS. Carriage of weapons (knives) was reported in both the 
incidents. Bulk carriers were targeted during the day and night in both the incidents. 
Incidents in South and SE Asia – Two incidents of sea robbery and one of attempted sea robbery were 
reported at Manila anchorage. Two incidents of sea robbery (Indonesia) were reported. Anchored container 
vessels were targeted in two of the incidents. A worrying trend observed is the increase in usage of 
weapons by perpetrators to threaten the crew. Two incidents in Aug 21 and one incident in Jul 21 
contained the carriage of pistol by perpetrators off Manila.  
Incidents in GoG – One incident of sea robbery (Guinea) and one incidents of attack (Nigeria) were 
recorded in the GoG in Aug 21. This is a 50% decrease from Jul 21 (04 incidents) and a 78% decrease 
from Aug 20 (09 incidents). This decrease may in part be attributed to enforcement efforts by littoral 
nations and enhanced presence of foreign warships. 
Incidents in East Africa – One incident of attack was reported onboard a Ro-Ro passenger vessel transiting 
close to the Somali coast. This is the first such attack reported off the coast of Somalia since an attack on 
two fishing vessels FV ADRIA and FV TXORI ARGI in Apr 19. 
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The following piracy and armed robbery incidents were monitored in the region in the month of Aug 21: - 
 

• Sea Robbery/ Conakry Anchorage, Guinea/ 01 Aug 21.                                                                 (GoG) 
                            

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Norway flagged bulk carrier CARMENCITA off Conakry 
Anchorage, Guinea on 01 Aug 21. Reportedly, four armed perpetrators boarded the vessel through the 
forecastle anchor chain hawsepipe whilst at anchorage. The perpetrators broke into the master’s cabin, taking 
belongings and money. All crew members were reported safe and local authorities were informed. 

 

• Sea Robbery/ Off Manila Anchorage, Philippines/ 04 Aug 21.                                                      (SCS)   
                                              

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Hongkong flagged container ship MV SEASPAN NEW 
YORK off Manila Anchorage, Philippines on 04 Aug 21. Reportedly, three perpetrators armed with knives 
boarded the vessel at anchor, with two other perpetrators waiting onboard a small boat. A perpetrator 
reportedly tried to stab one of the crew who managed to avoid injury. The other two perpetrators tied the duty 
crew with a rope on the forecastle deck. The perpetrators subsequently escaped from the ship using a loose 
rope. The duty crew managed to untie himself and raise the alarm. The crew was mustered and a search was 
conducted. It was reported that perpetrators broke the padlock of forecastle store and escaped with two 
portable welding machines with cables, 20 reefer cables, three bronze nozzles, and five hydrant caps. The 
incident was reported to the local authorities.                       
 

• Sea Robbery/ At Tanjung Priok Anchorage, Indonesia/ 08 Aug 21.                                      (Java Sea) 
 
An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Panama-flagged bulk carrier BULK DRACO at Tanjung 
Priok Anchorage, Indonesia on 08 Aug 21. Reportedly, four perpetrators armed with knives boarded the vessel 
whilst at anchorage. The duty oiler and duty seaman were confronted and tied up by the perpetrators. Upon 
sighting the tied up crew members, another duty crew member raised the alarm. The perpetrators reportedly 
broke in to the steering gear entrance and went down to the engine room. A search was conducted onboard 
and it was reported that the perpetrators escaped with some engine spares. The incident was reported to the 
local authorities. 
 

• Sea Robbery/ Off Manila Anchorage, Philippines/ 13 Aug 21.                                                       (SCS) 
 

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Malta Island flagged container ship CMA CGM CAIMEP at 
Manila Quarantine Anchorage, Philippines on 13 Aug 21. Reportedly, five perpetrators armed with pistols 
boarded the vessel whilst at anchorage. One crew member was tied on the centre bollard at forward end with 
by the perpetrators with a pistol pointed at his head. Another crew member was also threatened with a knife. It 
was reported that the perpetrators escaped with 20 buckets of paints. The incident was reported to the local 
port authorities. 

 

• Attack/ Off Mogadishu, Somalia/ 13 Aug 21.                                                                        (East Africa)   
                                 
An incident of attack was reported onboard a Turkey flagged Ro-Ro passenger vessel ANATOLIAN about 100 
nm North East of Mogadishu, Somalia on 13 Aug 21. Reportedly, four armed perpetrators onboard a skiff 
approached the vessel and fired towards the vessel. Subsequently, armed security guards on board the vessel 
returned fire and after about an hour, the perpetrators aborted their attack. The crew and the vessel are 
reported to be safe.                                                                                                     
 

• Attack/ Off Nigeria/ 16 Aug 21.                                                                                                         (GoG)                                                                      
 

An attack was reported at an oil platform off Nigeria, Gulf of Guinea on 16 Aug 21. Reportedly, an unknown 
number of armed perpetrators in a speedboat approached an oil platform by speedboat. Gunshots were 
exchanged between the perpetrators and the armed military personnel on the oil platform. The speedboat left 
the area when a security ship arrived to support the oil platform. The crew was reported to be safe. 

 

Summary Of Piracy and Armed Robbery Incidents 
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Attack on MV ANATOLIAN off Somalia 
 

 

 
 
➢ MV ANATOLIAN had reportedly encountered engine failure off Tohen, Somalia on 06 Aug 21. 
Subsequently, the vessel was able to restore propulsion and proceeded along the coast in close vicinity 
of land.     
 
➢ On 12 Aug 21 the vessel was reported to have run aground off Somalia, after encountering engine 
failure. 

 
➢ The attack on the vessel occurred on 13 Aug 21. Post the incident, the vessel berthed in 
Mogadishu, Somalia on 14 Aug 21. 

 
➢ The attack highlights the dangers of steaming close to coast in the region, which might make 
vessels a target of opportunistic attacks by groups with varied affiliations. 

 
➢ This is the first such attack reported off the coast of Somalia since an attack on two fishing vessels 
FV ADRIA and FV TXORI ARGI in Apr 19. 
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• Attempted Sea Robbery/ Off Manila, Philippines / 18 Aug 21.                                                       (SCS)                                 
 

An incident of attempted sea robbery was reported onboard a China flagged dredger MV YI HANG JUN 1068 
off Manila, Philippines on 18 Aug 21. Reportedly, three perpetrators boarded the vessel whist at anchorage. 
One of the perpetrators pointed a gun at one crew member’s head and locked him in the comfort room. Upon 
sighting a crew inside the mess hall perpetrators escaped from the vessel. No item was reported stolen. All 
crew members were reported to be safe. The incident was reported to the local authorities.  

 

• Sea Robbery/ Singapore Strait, Malaysia/ 20 Aug 21.                                                               (SOMS)                                                                      
 
An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Bahamas flagged bulk carrier NEFELI in Singapore Strait, 
Malaysia on 20 Aug 21. Reportedly, four perpetrators armed with knives boarded the vessel while underway in 
the Eastbound lane of the Traffic Separation Scheme in the Singapore Straits. Perpetrators confronted the 
crew. The alarm was raised and crew mustered. A search was conducted and it was reported that perpetrators 
escaped with some engine spares. The incident was reported to the local authorities. 
 

  

Pattern of Life - Incidents in Manila Anchorage 
 

 

➢ 03 incidents were reported in the Manila Anchorage in Aug 21. 10 incidents were recorded from 

Jan-Aug 21. For comparison, 07 incidents were recorded from Jan – Aug 20, with a total of 10 incidents 

being recorded in 2020. 

 

➢ The spike in the usage of pistols by perpetrators at Manila anchorage during 03 recent incidents 

reflects a worrying change in the modus-operandi and the severity of incidents. Two such incidents were 

recorded in Aug 21 and one in Jul 21. Usage of pistols/guns during similar incidents was not observed in 

2020. 
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• Sea Robbery/ Singapore Strait, Malaysia/ 20 Aug 21.                                                               (SOMS)                                                                      
  

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Liberia flagged bulk carrier GOOD LUCK I in Singapore 
Strait, Malaysia on 20 Aug 21. Reportedly, four perpetrators, two armed with knives, boarded the vessel while 
underway in the Westbound Lane of the Traffic Separation Scheme in the Singapore Straits. One of the 
perpetrators confronted the engineer and threatened him. The alarm was raised and crew mustered. A search 
was conducted onboard and it was reported that perpetrators escaped with some engine spares. All crew 
members were reported safe and the incident was reported to the local authorities. 

 

 

• Sea Robbery/ At Belawan Port, Indonesia / 28 Aug 21.                                                  (Malacca Strait)    
 

An incident of sea robbery was reported onboard a Liberia flagged product tanker SOLAR CATIE at Belawan 
Port, Indonesia on 28 Aug 21. Reportedly, two perpetrators armed with knives boarded the berthed vessel. The 
alarm was raised and crew mustered. Subsequently, a search was conducted and it was reported that 
perpetrators escaped with some ship stores. The incident was reported to the local authorities. 

  

Pattern of Life - Incidents in Straits of Malacca and Singapore 
 

 
 

➢ Two incidents were recorded in Aug 21, similar to Aug 20. On 20 Aug 21, MV NEFELI (Eastbound 

Lane) and MV GOOD LUCK 1 (Westbound Lane) were targeted in an interval of about five and half hours, 

about 8.5 nm apart.  

➢ Straits of Malacca and Singapore was the Piracy and Armed Robbery hotspot of Asia in 2020 with 34 

incidents recorded out of which 30 incidents were recorded in Eastbound Lane of TSS, one incident in the 

Westbound Lane, two incidents in precautionary area and one incident was recorded South of TSS.  

➢ 24 incidents were recorded till Aug 2021, as compared to 21 in 2020. Two incidents have been 

recorded in the westbound lane during Jan-Aug 21. 

➢ Perpetrators are likely to carry knives and target vessels for stealing ships shotes such as engine 

spares, breathing apparatus, etc. Small boats (sampans) are frequently used to target underway vessels. 

 

Comments. Three incidents were recorded in/ off Belawan Port during Jan – Aug 21. Three such incidents 
were reported in the area in 2020. 
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Contraband Smuggling 

49 contraband smuggling incidents were recorded by the Centre in the month of Aug 21, a 17% decrease 
from Jul 21 (58 incidents). Majority of the incidents were related to drug smuggling followed by domestic 
product smuggling and tobacco smuggling.   

 
Drug Seizures – 22 drug seizures were recorded in Aug 21, a 22% decrease from Jul 21. The drugs 
seized include Ketum (4,750kg), Heroin (604kg), Methamphetamine (976kg), Syabu (35kg), Cannabis 
(1,596kg), Hashish (275kg), Morphine Tablets (70kg). The major seizure of narcotic pills includes 1.6 
million captagon pills off Saudi Arabia. 
Domestic Product Smuggling – 12 incidents of domestic product smuggling were recorded in Aug 21, 11 
off Sri Lanka, all involving seizure of dried turmeric, one off Malaysia of steel. The Centre monitored a 
seizure of about 11627kg of dried turmeric and about 57 containers containing steel.  
Wildlife Smuggling – Four incidents involving seizure of sea cucumbers off Sri Lanka, gecko off Thailand 
and magpie robins off Malaysia were recorded in Aug 21.    
Tobacco Smuggling – Eight incidents of cigarette smuggling were recorded by the Centre in Aug 21.  
Fuel Smuggling – Two incidents of fuel smuggling involving seizure of about 15000 liters were recorded in 
Aug 21. One incident was reported off Malaysia and one was reported off India.  
Alcohol Smuggling – One incident of alcohol smuggling was recorded off Malaysia in Aug 21. In an 
incident off Comoros, alcohol was also seized along with a consignment of drugs being smuggled. 
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• Drug Smuggling/ Off Oman / 02 Aug 21.                                   (Crystal Narcotics & Hashish)  
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that the Omani authorities apprehended seven suspects and seized 60 packets 
of crystal narcotics off Oman. The authorities also seized 30 moulds of hashish being smuggled into Oman. 
The suspects and the seizures were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Pulau Sisipan, Malaysia/ 02 Aug 21.                                               (Cigarette)  
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities seized three large boxes of 
cigarettes from a boat off Pulau Sisipan, Malaysia. The contraband was believed to 
be smuggled from a foreign country. The estimated value of the seizure was reported 
to be worth USD 3,620. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for 
further investigation.  
 

 

• Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Basilan, Philippines/ 02 Aug 21.                                                     (Cigarette) 
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that Philippine authorities seized 16 boxes of 
cigarettes from a boat MPB KUMALAH off Basilan, Philippines. The estimated value 
of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 12,440. The seizure was handed over to 
the local authorities for further investigation.  

 
 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Kuala Sanglang Estuary, Malaysia / 04 Aug 21.                          (Ketum Leaves)  
 

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities seized 750 kg of ketum leaves from a fibre boat 
off Kuala Sanglang Estuary, Malaysia. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 75 plastic bags. The 
estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 31,980. The seizure and the seized boat were 
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

                             

• Wildlife Smuggling/ Off Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka/ 04 Aug 21.                                               (Sea Cucumber)  
 

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended seven suspects and seized 820 kg of dried 
sea cucumbers from two dinghies off Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 16 
sacks and authorities also seized one more sack from the sea water. The estimated value of the seizure was 
reported to be worth USD 80,060. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for 
further investigation.                            

 

• Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Zamboanga, Philippines/ 04 Aug 21.                                             (Cigarette)  
 

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that Philippine authorities apprehended seven suspects and seized 128 master 
cases and 34 reams of cigarettes from a motorboat off Zamboanga, Philippines. The estimated value of the 
seizure was reported to be worth USD 89,620. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation.      

                                                                    
 

Comments. Smuggling is driven by the disparity in market price of ketum leaves in adjacent countries.  
Reportedly, in Thailand, ketum has reached over USD 42 per kg compared to the local Malaysian market 
price of around USD 16. 

 

 

 

Comments. In Sri Lanka, sea cucumber harvesting is permitted, but licenses are required for fishing, diving, 
and export.  
 

 

Comments. The usual packing consists of 20 cigarettes per pack, 10 packs in a carton or ream, 50 cartons 
per master case. Normally 10,000 cigarettes make up a master case. 
 

 

Summary Of Contraband Smuggling Incidents 
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• Drug Smuggling/ Off Moheli, Comoros/ 04 Aug 21.                                                                        (Drug) 
                                                    
On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that the Comoros authorities apprehended two suspects and seized 75 kg of 
drugs off Moheli, Comoros. Reportedly, the contraband was found hidden inside four bags. The seizure was 
destroyed by the authorities and the suspects were taken into custody for further investigation. 

 

• Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Zamboanga, Philippines/ 05 Aug 21.                                              (Cigarette) 
 

On 05 Aug 21, the Philippine authorities apprehended 12 suspects and seized 321 
master cases of cigarettes from two wooden watercrafts F/B AFIYAH GLADIATOR 
and F/B FIVE SISTERS off Zamboanga, Philippines. The estimated value of the 
seizure was reported to be worth USD 221,510. The suspects and the seizure were 
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.                          
 

 

• Wildlife Smuggling/ Off Satun, Thailand/ 05 Aug 21.                                                                   (Gecko) 
 

On 05 Aug 21, the Thai authorities apprehended three suspects and seized 2000 kg of gecko from an 
Indonesian cargo ship named K.M.KIYA off Satun, Thailand. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 70 
boxes weighing 30 kg each. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation.                                      

  
• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Port Klang, Malaysia/ 05 Aug 21.                                           (Steel) 

 
On 05 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities seized undocumented steel from 57 containers off Port Klang, 
Malaysia. Reportedly, the contraband was believed to be smuggled from a foreign country via sea route. The 
estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 1.4 million. The seizure was handed over to the 
local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Basilan, Philippines/ 06 Aug 21.                                                     (Cigarette) 
                                                    
On 06 Aug 21, the Philippine authorities apprehended four crew members and seized 
16 boxes of cigarettes from a boat MPB KUMALAH off Basilan, Philippines. The 
estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 12,340. The suspects 
and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.                                          

 
 
 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Kuala Sanglang Estuary, Malaysia / 06 Aug 21.                          (Ketum Leaves) 
 

On 06 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities seized 2000 kg of ketum leaves off Kuala 
Sanglang Estuary, Malaysia. The contraband was believed to be smuggled into 
foreign country, via sea route. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities 
for further investigation.   
 

 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Laem Chabang Port, Thailand / 06 Aug 21.                                              (Heroin) 
 

On 06 Aug 21, the Thai authorities apprehended four suspects including two foreign nationals and seized 314 
kg of heroin at the port of Laem Chabang, Thailand. Reportedly, the contraband was hidden inside 135 paint 
buckets. The contraband was believed to be smuggled from a foreign country via sea route. The estimated 
value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 28 million. The suspects and the seizure were handed over 
to the local authorities for further investigation.                                                                                    

 

Comments. Dried Gecko (lizards) are reported to be in high demand in some forms of traditional medicines. 

 

 

 

Comments. The end destination of this consignment of narcotics was reported to be Australia. Thailand 
was reported to be a transit point. 
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• Domesti Product Smuggling/ Off Chilaw, Sri Lanka/ 07 Aug 21.                                            (Turmeric)  
 

On 07 Aug 21, the Sri Lankan Navy apprehended five suspects (foreign nationals) and 
seized 5372 kg of dried turmeric from a foreign flagged boat off Chilaw, Sri Lanka. 
Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 143 sacks and was believed to be 
smuggled from a foreign country via sea route. The seizure was taken into custody. 
Later, the suspects along with their boat were released.   
 
                                                                

• Drug & Alcohol Smuggling/ Off Anjouan, Comoros / 07 Aug 21.                              (Cannabis & Rum)  
 
On 07 Aug 21, the Comorian Coast Guard apprehended five suspects and seized 
845 kg of cannabis and 40 boxes of small bottles of rum off Anjouan, Comoros. 
Reportedly, the contraband was believed to be smuggled from a foreign country via 
sea route. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for 
further investigation.  
 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Batu Pahat, Malaysia / 08 Aug 21.                                                             (Syabu)  
 

On 08 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities apprehended four suspects and seized 35 kg of syabu off Batu Pahat, 
Malaysia. Reportedly, the contraband was believed to be smuggled from a foreign country via sea route. The 
estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 236,100. The suspects and the seizure were 
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Illuppukadawai, Sri Lanka/ 10 Aug 21.                                                 (Cannabis)  
 

On 10 Aug 21, the Sri Lankan Navy apprehended two suspects and seized 132 kg of 
cannabis from a truck in Illuppukadawai, Mannar, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband 
likely to have been smuggled via the sea route was packed inside 60 packages 
concealed in seven travelling bags. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to 
be worth USD 195,320. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Fuel Smuggling/ Off Kuala Perlis estuary, Malaysia / 10 Aug 21.                                               (Diesel)  
 

On 10 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities apprehended two foreign crew and seized 4000 ltr diesel from a 
fishing vessel off Kuala Perlis estuary, Malaysia.  Reportedly, the vessel was transporting the diesel to a 
foreign country without a valid permit. The estimated value of the seizure and the boat was reported to be 
worth USD 16,800. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation. 

 

• Drug Smuggling/ Shuwaikh Port, Kuwait/ 11 Aug 21.                                                              (Hashish)  
 

On 11 Aug 21, it was reported that the Kuwait authorities seized 150 kg of hashish from air conditioners 
shipment at Shuwaikh Port, Kuwait. Reportedly, the contraband was hidden in water cooling units and was 
being smuggled from a foreign country. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation. 

 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Idi Rayeuk, Indonesia/ 12 Aug 21.                                       (Methamphetamine) 
 

On 12 Aug 21, it was reported that Indonesian authorities apprehended one suspect and seized 105 kg of 
meth off Idi Rayeuk, Aceh, Indonesia. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 100 packages of green 
tea and was believed to be smuggled from a foreign country. The suspects and the seizure were handed over 
to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Drug Smuggling / Off Berueh Island, Indonesia/ 13 Aug 21.                                    (Methamphetamine)  
 

On 13 Aug 21, it was reported that Indonesian authorities apprehended five suspects and seized 219 kg of 
meth off Berueh Island, Aceh, Indonesia. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 198 packages and 
was believed to be smuggled from a foreign country. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the 
local authorities for further investigation.  
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• Drug Smuggling / Off Valvettithurai, Sri Lanka/ 14 Aug 21.     (Cannabis & Crystal Methamphetamine)  
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended three suspects and seized 126 kg of 
cannabis and two kg of crystal methamphetamine off Valvettithurai, Sri Lanka. The cannabis was packed 
inside 60 parcels that was stuffed in three sacks and three packages of crystal methamphetamine were packed 
in a plastic container. The estimated value of the seizures was reported to be worth USD 251,350. The 
suspects and the seizures were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Al Sharqiyah Governorate, Oman/ 15 Aug 21.                          (Drug) 
  

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that Omani authorities apprehended a suspect and 
seized 110 kg of illegal drugs and large amount of psychotropic substances off South 
Al Sharqiyah Governorate, Oman. The contraband was being smuggled into the 
country via sea. The suspect and the seizures were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Drug Smuggling / Jeddah port, Saudi Arabia/ 15 Aug 21.                          (Captagon Pills)  
  

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that Saudi authorities apprehended two suspects and seized 1.6 million 
captagon pills at Jeddah port, Saudi Arabia. Reportedly, the contraband was hidden in a truck and was 
believed to be smuggled into the country. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation.                          

 

• Domestic Product Smuggling / Off Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka/ 17 Aug 21.                                    (Turmeric)  
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended a suspect and seized 370 kg of dried 
turmeric from a dinghy in Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 10 sacks. The 
suspect and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 

                                       

• Drug Smuggling / Off Pulau Batu Layang, Malaysia/ 17 Aug 21.                       (Ketum Leaves)  
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities seized 2000 kg of ketum leaves about 1.1 nm South 
West of Pulau Batu Layang, Malaysia. Reportedly, the contraband being smuggled to a foreign country in a 
fibre boat, was found inside 200 black plastic packages that were thrown into the sea by the suspects. The 
seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka/ 19 Aug 21.                                       (Turmeric) 
                                                    
On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended three suspects and seized 650 kg of dried 
turmeric from a dinghy off Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 21 sacks and 
was believed to be smuggled into the country. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation.  
 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Thondamanar, Sri Lanka/ 19 Aug 21.                                     (Cannabis)  
                                                     
On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended three suspects and seized 169 kg of 
cannabis from a dinghy off Thondamanar, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 75 
packages and was believed to be smuggled from a foreign country. The estimated value of the seizure was 
reported to be worth USD 251,040. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for 
further investigation.  
 

  

Comments. The street price of Captagon in the region is estimated to be between USD 10 - 25 per pill. The 
potential gains makes smuggling Captagon pills a lucrative proposition.   

 

 

 

 Comments. Turmeric price in India is USD 1.00/kg while it is USD 3.76/kg (price controlled) in Sri Lanka.  
As demand exceeds production, black market prices can approach USD 25/kg in Sri Lanka. 
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• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Oluthuduwai Beach Area, Sri Lanka/ 21 Aug 21.                 (Turmeric) 
 

On 21 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy seized 235 kg of dried turmeric from a beach area at 
Oluthuduwai, Mannar, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside seven sacks and was 
believed to be smuggled into the country. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation.  

 

• Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Pulau Bidong, Malaysia/ 21 Aug 21.                                               (Cigarette)  
 

On 21 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities seized 330,000 cigarettes about 
1.5 nm off Pulau Bidong, Malaysia. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 
several packages of plastic and was believed to be smuggled from a foreign country. The 
estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 82,980. The seizure was 
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Trang, Thailand / 22 Aug 21.                                       (Crystal Methamphetamine)  
 

On 22 Aug 21, it was reported that Thai authorities seized 650 kg of crystal 
methamphetamine off Trang, Thailand. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 32 
fertilizer sacks found floating in the sea tied to three barrels. The estimated value of the 
seizures was reported to be worth USD 19,490,260. The seizure was handed over to the 
local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Ippantivu, Sri Lanka/ 22 Aug 21.                                      (Turmeric)  
 

On 22 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lanka Navy seized 500 kg of turmeric at the 
beach of Ippantivu, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 15 sacks 
and was left in two dinghies. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for 
further investigation.  

 
 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Kuwait City, Kuwait / 22 Aug  21.                                                (Hashish & Meth) 
 

On 22 Aug 21, Kuwait authorities apprehended two suspects and seized 125 kg of hashish and 0.25 kg of 
meth in Kuwait City, Kuwait. Reportedly, the hashish was packed inside four bags containing 105 kg. The 
authorities also seized 20 kg of hashish and 0.25 kg of meth from their house. The contrabands were believed 
to be smuggled from a foreign country via sea. The two suspects were handed over to local authorities for 
further legal proceedings. 

 

• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Arippu Beach, Sri Lanka/ 23 Aug 21.                                     (Turmeric)  
 

On 23 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lanka Navy seized 428 kg of turmeric at the beach of Arippu, Sri Lanka. 
Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 14 sacks and was left by a dinghy. The seizure was handed 
over to the local authorities for further investigation.  
 

• Tobbaco Smuggling/ Off Manuk Mankaw, Philippines / 23 Aug 21.                                     (Cigarettes)                                                        
                                            

On 23 Aug 21, the Philippine authorities apprehended seven suspects and seized 
1656 master cases of cigarettes from a boat M/L RAHEENIA about 15 nm South East 
of Manuk Mankaw, Philippines. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be 
worth USD 583,200. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation.  
 

• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Arippu Beach, Sri Lanka/ 24 Aug 21.                                     (Turmeric)  
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy seized 449 kg of turmeric at the beach of Arippu, Sri 
Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 11 sacks and was left by two suspicious vessels. The 
seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  
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• Tobacco Smuggling/ Off Trang, Thailand/ 24 Aug 21.                                                           (Cigarettes) 
                                                    
On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that Thai authorities apprehended a suspect and seized 117 boxes of smuggled 
foreign cigarettes at Sikao District, Trang, Thailand. Reportedly, a large long-tail boat was used to transport the 
cigarettes by the sea. The suspect and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation.  

 

• Wildlife Smuggling/ Off Alai, Malaysia / 25 Aug 21.                                                       (Magpie Robins)                                
 

On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities seized 1100 magpie robins from a speedboat off Alai, 
Malaysia. The seizure bound for a foreign country was reportedly worth USD 10,490. The seizure was handed 
over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Wildlife Smuggling/ Off Mannar, Sri Lanka / 25 Aug 21.                                                (Sea Cucumber)  
                                                                           
On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended a suspect and seized  9100 kg of sea 
cucumber in Irukkulampiddi, Mannar, Sri Lanka. The sea cucumbers were reportedly stored in violation of 
license conditions. The suspect and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation.  
 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Manalkadu, Sri Lanka / 26 Aug 21.                                                        (Cannabis)  
 

On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended two suspects and 
seized 140 kg of cannabis from a dinghy off Manalkadu, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the 
contraband was packed inside four sacks and was believed to be smuggled from a 
foreign country. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 
205,040. The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for 
further investigation.  
 

• Fuel Smuggling/ Off Mumbai, India/ 26 Aug 21.                                                                            (Diesel)  
                                                    
On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that Indian authorities apprehended eight suspects and seized 11,000 ltr of 
diesel from two boats off Mumbai, India. Reportedly, the two boats were involved in illegal sale of diesel 
sourced from ships. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 17,580. The suspects 
and the seizure along with seized boats were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Alcohol Smuggling/ Port Klang, Malaysia/ 26 Aug 21.                                                                   (Beer) 
 

On 26 Aug 21, Malaysian authorities seized alcohol(beer) from a 40 foot container at Port Klang, Malaysia. 
Reportedly, the contraband was declared as kitchenware and was believed to be smuggled into the country 
without paying tax. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 26,660. The seizure was 
taken into custody for further investigation. 
 

• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Pichchanikulam, Sri Lanka/ 27 Aug 21.                          (Turmeric)                               
 

On 27 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended five suspects and 
seized 1141 kg of dried turmeric in Pichchanikulam, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the 
contraband was packed inside 33 sacks and stored in the house of the suspect. It was 
believed to be smuggled into the country by sea route. The suspects and the seizure 
were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka/ 27 Aug 21.                                       (Turmeric)  
 

On 27 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy seized 458 kg of dried turmeric 
buried in ground at Ippanthivu Island, Kalpitiya, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband 
was packed inside 21 sacks and was believed to have been smuggled into the 
country. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  
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• Drug Smuggling/ Off Mannar, Sri Lanka/ 28 Aug 21.                                                              (Cannabis)   
                           

 On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended two suspects and 
seized 184 kg of cannabis in Mannar, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was 
packed inside 87 sacks and was believed to have been smuggled from a foreign 
country. The estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 275,540. 
The suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation.  

 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Mannar, Sri Lanka/ 30 Aug 21.                                                                   (Heroin) 
 

On 30 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy apprehended five suspects and 
seized 290 kg of heroin from a multi-day fishing vessel off Mannar, Sri Lanka. 
Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 250 packages that was contained in 10 
sacks and was believed to have been trans-shipped from a foreign vessel at sea. The 
estimated value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 11.6 million. The 
suspects and the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation.  

 

• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Negombo Lagoon, Sri Lanka/ 31 Aug 21.                       (Turmeric)                                                                  
 

On 31 Aug 21, Sri Lankan Navy apprehended two suspects and seized 1050 kg of turmeric from a dinghy in 
Negombo Lagoon, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was packed inside 29 sacks. The suspects and the 
seizure were taken into custody for further investigation. 
 

Patter of Life - Turmeric Smuggling in Sri Lanka 
 

 
 

➢ 37 incidents of turmeric seizure were recorded in Sri Lanka from Jan – Aug 21. In comparison, 33 

incidents were observed in second half of the year 2020. 

➢ 11 incidents were recorded in Aug 2021, as compared to 06 in Aug 2020. 

➢ The ban on import of turmeric and resultant shortage is likely to be the driver behind the trend. 

➢ As per incidents recorded by the Centre, from Jan – Aug 21, 41,229 kg of dried turmeric was seized in 

Sri Lanka (11,267 kg in Aug 21). A total of 93,542 kg of dried turmeric was seized in 2020 (9,176 kg in Aug 20). 
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• Domestic Product Smuggling/ Off Negombo Lagoon, Sri Lanka/ 31 Aug 21.                       (Turmeric)                                                                  
 

On 31 Aug 21, Sri Lankan Navy seized 974 kg of turmeric from an abandoned dinghy in Negombo Lagoon, Sri 
Lanka. Reportedly, the contraband was stuffed inside 26 sacks. The seizure was taken into custody for further 
investigation. 
 

• Drug Smuggling/ Off Oman/ 31 Aug 21.                                                                        (Morphine Tablet)                                               
 

On 31 Aug 21, Oman authorities apprehended a suspect and seized more than 70 kg of morphine tablets and 
psychotropic substances in Oman. Reportedly, the contraband was believed to be smuggled into the country. 
The suspect and the seizure were taken into custody for further investigation. 

 

 
  

Drug Smugglers Head to Sea to Avoid Covid Roadblocks  

 

 
➢ According to the Thai Central Investigation Bureau (CIB), drug traffickers are opting to transport 
drugs by sea in recent months to evade authorities. 
 
➢ Marine police based in Satun recently teamed up with Border Patrol Police (BPP) officers to nab 
a large group of fishermen trying to smuggle out of the country a large quantity of crystal 
methamphetamine or "ya ice" equipped with an advanced GPS tracking system. 
 
➢ Gangs have been reported to have installed GPS devices in large batches of drugs, which 
enable precise meetings and drug pick up locations in the Andaman Sea. 
 
➢ Source:  https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2158307/drug-smugglers-head-to-sea-
to-avoid-covid-roadblocks 
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 Illegal Unreported and Unregulated (IUU)Fishing 
 

37 IUU fishing incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Aug 21, an increase of about 68% 
from Jul 21 (22). The Centre observed about 14% decrease in the number of poaching incidents (06) as 

compared to Jul 21 (07). This may in part be attributed to the enhanced enforcement operations by coastal 
states.  
 
Local IUU Fishing – The Centre monitored a total of 31 incidents of local IUU fishing. Majority of the 
incidents were reported in Philippines (10) followed by Oman (08) and Malaysia (05), Mauritius (02), one 
each in Djibouti, India, Indonesia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Saudi Arabia. The arrests and subsequent legal 
actions by the local agencies were aimed to curb illegal fishing using banned nets, trawling, blast fishing 
and fishing outside the designated areas without license. Some fishermen were apprehended for fishing of 
banned species and fishing during the period of seasonal ban.   
 
Poaching – Arrest of foreign fishermen undertaking poaching in waters of another country were reported in 
Indonesia and Malaysia.  
 
Two nine-month fishing bans are in force off Oman viz. Shrimp ban from Dec 20 to Aug 21 and lobster ban 
from June 21 to Feb 22. Additionally, Oman has also imposed a ban on Kingfish fishing and trading for two 
months from 15 Aug 21, 
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• IUU Fishing/ Off Belawai, Malaysia/ 02 Aug 21.                                                                            (Local)  
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that the Malaysian authorities apprehended seven foreign fishermen from a local 
class C fishing boat for engaging in illegal fishing about 44 nm off Belawai, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fishermen 
were observed to be fishing by using a trawl without valid permit. Authorities also seized fishing equipment and 
7.2 metric tonnes of fish catch. The fishermen and seized boat were handed over to the local authorities for 
further investigation.        
                               

• IUU Fishing/ Off Al Wusta, Oman/ 03 Aug 21.                                                                               (Local)  
 

On 03 Aug 21, the Oman authorities seized 50 pieces of prohibited fishing nets from three fishing boats off Al 
Wusta, Oman. Reportedly, the authorities also seized lobsters catch from boats. The seized boats and fishing 
equipment were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia/ 03 Aug 21.                                                    (Poaching)  
 

On 03 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities apprehended 18 foreign fishermen from two foreign fishing vessels for 
engaging in illegal fishing about 66 nm off Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fishermen were fishing 
inside the country waters without a valid permit. Authorities also seized 3.5 tonnes of fish catch, 1,500 ltr of 
diesel and fishing equipment. The fishermen and the seizures along with the seized boats were handed over to 
the local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Le Goulet, Mauritius/ 03 Aug 21.                                                                        (Local)  
  

On 03 Aug 21, the Mauritius authorities seized nylon fishing nets off Le Goulet, Mauritius. Reportedly, the 
fishing net was 250 m in length and 2 m 50 cm in width. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities 
for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Ras Madrakah Coast, Oman/ 04 Aug 21.                                                                 (Local)  
 

On 04 Aug 21, the Oman authorities seized 20 pieces of prohibited (nylon) scorpion 
fishing nets from five fishing boats at the coast of Ras Madrakah, Oman. The seized 
boats and fishing equipment were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation.  

 
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Miri River, Malaysia/ 04 Aug 21.                                                                    (Poaching) 
 

On 04 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities apprehended 15 foreign fishermen from a foreign fishing vessel for 
engaging in illegal fishing about 32.6 nm South West of Miri River, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fishermen were 
fishing inside the country’s waters without a valid permit. The authorities also seized 2000 kg of mixed fish 
catch and 1000 ltr of diesel. The apprehnded fishermen and the seizures along with seized boat were handed 
over to the local authorities for further investigation. 
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Gula, Malaysia/ 06 Aug 21.                                                                      (Local)  
 

On 06 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities apprehended two fishermen including one foreign fisherman from a 
fiberglass boat for engaging in illegal fishing off Kuala Gula, Perak, Malaysia. Reportedly, the boat was 
observed to be violating legal conditions of license. The fishermen and the seized boat were handed over to 
the local authorities for further investigation. 
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 07 Aug 21.                                                                   (Local)  
 

On 07 Aug 21, the Sri Lanka Navy apprehended a fishermen and seized explosives devised for blast fishing in 
Muthur, Trincomalee, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the authorities also seized seven water gel sticks (three non-

Summary Of IUU Fishing Incidents 
 

Comment. The Omani lobster catch season is from March to May.  
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electric detonators and three safety fuses are about 3m in length). The fishermen and the fishing equipments 
were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Negros Occidental, Philippines/ 05 Aug 21.                                                       (Local)   
                                            
On 05 Aug 21, the Philippine authorities apprehended 20 fishermen from 10 fishing vessels for engaging in 
illegal fishing off Negros Occidental, Philippines. The fishermen and the seized boats were handed over to the 
local authorities for further investigation. 
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Pulau Rimau, Malaysia / 08 Aug 21.                                                                    (Local)   
 

On 08 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities apprehended four fishermen from a fishing vessel for engaging in 
illegal fishing off Pulau Rimau, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fishermen were observed to be fishing in a prohibited 
zone without a valid permit. Authorities also seized fishing equipments and fish catch of 500 kg. The estimated 
value of the seizure was reported to be worth USD 153,720. The fishermen and seizure along with the seized 
boat were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Northern Samar, Philippines / 08 Aug 21.                                                          (Local)   
 

On 08 Aug 21, the Philippine authorities apprehended two fishermen from a local fishing vessel for engaging in 
illegal fishing off Northern Samar, Philippines. Reportedly, the fishermen were observed to be fishing using a 
compressor. The fishermen and the seized boat were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation. 
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Muscat, Oman/ 09 Aug 21.                                                                                   (Local)   
 

On 09 Aug 21, Omani authorities seized 362 kg shrimps off Muscat, Oman. The fishing of shrimps is banned in 
Oman, during the period. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Pulau Tinggi Sadai, Malaysia/ 10 Aug 21.                                                         (Local) 
 

On 09 Aug 21, the Indonesian authorities apprehended two fishermen from a fishing vessel off Pulau Tinggi 
Sadai, Indonesia. Reportedly, the fishermen were arrested for carrying explosives used for blast fishing, 
without a valid permit. Authorities also seized two buckets containing fertilizer that had been mixed with 
gasoline and mashed with nitrate content and 11 empty glass bottles. The apprehended fishermen and seized 
boat were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Ras Madrakah Coast, Oman/ 10 Aug 21.                                                                 (Local)  
                                    
On 10 Aug 21, Omani authorities seized Illegal boats and fishing nets off the coast 
of Ras Madrakah, Oman. Reportedly, the authorities destroyed 150 banned 
scorpion nets of unknown origin. The seized boats and fishing equipment were 
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation . 
 
  

• IUU Fishing/ Off Al Wutsa, Oman/ 10 Aug 21.                                                                               (Local)  
 

On 10 Aug 21, Omani authorities apprehended foreign workers for artisanal fishing off Al Wutsa, Oman. 
Reportedly, the authorities also seized dredging equipment, shrimp and two fishing boats. The fishermen and 
the seizure were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 
 

• IUU Fishing/ North Natuna Sea, Indonesia/ 11 Aug 21.                                                           (Poaching)   
 

On 11 Aug 21, it was reported that Indonesian authorities apprehended eight foreign fishermen from a foreign 
flagged fishing boat TG 91115 TS in North Natuna Sea, Indonesia. Reportedly, the fishermen were observed to 
be fishing illegally inside the country’s EEZ without a valid permit. Authorities also seized about two tons of fish 
catch. The apprehended crew members, seizure and the seized boat were handed over to the local authorities 
for further investigation. 
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• IUU Fishing/ Off Tok Bali estuary, Malaysia/ 12 Aug 21.                                                               (Local)   
                                            
On 12 Aug 21, Malaysian authorities apprehended 17 foreign fishermen from a local 
fishing boat about 48 nm off Tok Bali estuary, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fishermen 
were fishing illegally in the country’s EEZ without a valid permit. Authorities also 
seized 300 kg fish, 200 kg dried squid, 4000 ltr diesel and fishing equipment. The 
estimated value of the seizures were reported to be worth USD 235,770. The 
apprehended crew members, seizures and the seized boat were handed over to the 
local authorities for further investigation.   

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Palawan, Philippines/ 12 Aug 21.                                                             (Local) 
       
On 12 Aug 21, it was reported that Philippine authorities apprehended unknown number of fishermen from 
seven fishing boats off Palawan, Philippines. Reportedly, the fishermen were fishing illegally without a valid 
permit and documents. The apprehended fishermen and the seized boats were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation. 
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Al Wusta Governorate, Oman/ 15 Aug 21.                                                         (Local)  
 

On 15 Aug 21, Oman authorities seized several unlicensed fishing boats carrying nylon scorpion nets off the 
coast of Al Wusta Governorate, Oman. The seized boats and fishing nets were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation.  

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Khor Angar, Djibouti/ 15 Aug 21.                                                                       (Local)  
 

On 15 Aug 21, Djibouti Coast Guard apprehended nine fishermen from two boats for illegal fishing off Khor 
Angar, Djibouti. Reportedly, the boats were carrying large quantities of different species of fish catch. The 
fishermen and the seizure along with the boats  were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Marinduque, Philippines / 16 Aug 21.                                                                (Local)  
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that Philippine authorities apprehended four fishermen from a local fishing boat 
off Marinduque, Philippines. Reportedly, the fishermen were fishing illegally using a prohibited active gear 
makinilya. Authorities also seized the fishing vessel valued at USD 4,522, a diesel engine valued at USD 
1,005, a set of fishing nets valued at USD 15,078, and fish catch weighing about 60 kg valued at USD 241.  
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Al Wusta Governorate, Oman/ 17 Aug 21.                                                         (Local)  
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that Omani authorities seized 240kg of shrimp off the coast of Al Wusta 
Governorate, Oman. Reportedly, it is illegal to catch shrimps during the period. The seized shrimps were 
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Al Wusta Governorate, Oman/ 19 Aug 21.                                                         (Local)  
 

On 19 Aug 21, Omani authorities seized 760 kg of shrimps off the coast of Al Wusta Governorate, Oman. 
Fishing of shrimp was not permitted in Oman at this time. The seizure was handed over to the local authorities. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Cavite, Philippines / 20 Aug 21.                                                                          (Local)  
 

On 20 Aug 21, the Philippine authorities apprehended 31 fishermen from five motorbancas for engaging in 
illegal fishing off Cavite, Philippines. Reportedly, the fishermen were fishing without permits and were using air 
compressors. The fishermen and the seized boats along with their fishing gear were handed over to the local 
authorities for further investigation.  

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Mauritius / 21 Aug 21.                                                                                           (Local) 
 

On 21 Aug 21, authorities seized illegal nylon fishing nets measuring 105 mtr in length and two mtr in width and 
with meshes of size nine cm when stretched diagonally off Mauritius. The seizure was handed over to the local 
authorities. 
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• IUU Fishing/ Off Sarawak, Malaysia / 23 Aug 21.                                                                     (Poaching) 
 

On 23 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities apprehended 16 foreign fishermen from a foreign 
fishing vessel for illegal fishing about 250 nm North East of Tanjung Po, Sarawak, Malaysia. Reportedly, the 
boat was observed to be fishing without a valid permit. The boat was reportedly using fake local registration 
number and tried to escape from the MMEA vessel by ramming into the right side of KM BIJAK. The fishermen 
and the boat were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Barangay, Philippines/ 23 Aug 21.                                                                      (Local) 
 

On 23 Aug 21, it was reported that Philippine Coast Guard apprehended 31 fishermen 
from a motorbanca for illegal fishing about 3 nm off Barangay, Philippines. Reportedly, 
the fishermen were observed to be fishing illegally using trawling gear. The fishermen 
and the seized boats were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  
 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Jeddah, Saudi Arabia / 25 Aug 21.                                                                      (Local) 
 

On 25 Aug 21, Saudi authorities apprehended a fisherman and seized 120 kg of sardines in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Reportedly, the fisherman was observed to be fishing using prohibited fishing equipment. The 
authorities also seized prohibited nylon fishing nets. The fisherman and the seizure were handed over to the 
local authorities. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Antique, Philippines / 26 Aug 21.                                                                        (Local) 
 

On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that Philippine authorities apprehended 17 
fishermen from a fishing boat for illegal fishing off Antique, Philippines. Reportedly, 
the fishermen were observed to fishing by using prohibited Danish seine fishing 
gear (Hulbot-Hulbot) inside a prohibited zone. The fishermen and seized boat were 
handed over to the local authorities for further investigation.  

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Azhikode, India / 28 Aug 21.                                                                                 (Local) 
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that Indian authorities apprehended 15 fishermen from their boat JAYAMATHA 
for illegal fishing off Azhikode, Kerala, India. Reportedly, the fishermen were observed to be fishing without a 
valid permit. The fishermen and the boat were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Iloilo, Philippines / 28 Aug 21.                                                                             (Local) 
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that Philippine authorities apprehended four fishermen from their boat             
M/B JESSA for illegal fishing off Iloilo, Philippines. Reportedly, the fishermen were observed to be fishing 
inside a prohibited zone. The fishermen and the boat were handed over to the local authorities for further 
investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Kuala Perlis, Malaysia / 29 Aug 21.                                                               (Poaching) 
 

On 29 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities apprehended a foreign fisherman from a foreign 
flagged fiber boat for illegal fishing about 1.81 nm West of Kuala Perlis, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fisherman 
was not having any valid identity proof. The fishermen and the boat were handed over to the local authorities 
for further investigation.  

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Bohol, Philippines / 29 Aug 21.                                                                            (Local) 
 

On 29 Aug 21, it was reported that the Philippine Coast Guard apprehended seven fishermen from a fishing 
boat off Bohol, Philippines. Reportedly, fishermen were observed to be fishing illegally inside a prohibited zone. 
The fishermen and seized boat were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 
 

Comments. Hulbot-Hulbot, also known as Danish Seine, is a conical bag net having a pair of wings with 

hauling ropes passing through a metallic ring permanently attached to a tom weight when hauled into the 

fishing boat.  This system can damage coral and soft bottom environments. 
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• IUU Fishing/ Off Sittaung River, Myanmar / 29 Aug 21.                                                                 (Local) 
 

On 29 Aug 21, the Myanmar authorities apprehended 12 fishermen from 12 fishing vessels off Sittaung River, 
Myanmar. Reportedly, the fishing boats were observed to be fishing when it was prohibited. The apprehended 
fishermen and the seized boats were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Bataan, Philippines / 30 Aug 21.                                                                          (Local) 
 

On 30 Aug 21, it was reported that the Philippine authorities apprehended four fishermen for illegal fishing off 
Bataan, Philippines. Reportedly, the fishermen were observed to be fishing using dynamite. Authorities also 
seized five bottles of improvised dynamite and fish catch. The fishermen and fishing gear were handed over to 
the local authorities for further investigation. 

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Riau Islands, Indonesia / 31 Aug 21.                                                           (Poaching) 
 

On 31 Aug 21, it was reported that Indonesian authorities apprehended 34 foreign crew from four foreign 
flagged fishing vessels KG 1448 TS, KG 90721 TS, KG 92596 TS, and KG 92549 TS for illegal fishing about 
10 nm off Riau Islands, Indonesia. Reportedly, the authorities also seized one tonne of various fish catch and 
four trawl nets. The fishermen and the seizures along with boats were handed over to the local authorities for 
further investigation.    

 

• IUU Fishing/ Off Johor, Malaysia / 31 Aug 21.                                                                                (Local) 
 

On 31 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities apprehended seven crew from two C Class fishing 
trawlers for illegal fishing about 10 nm off Johor, Malaysia. Reportedly, the trawlers were observed to be fishing 
out of their permitted zone. The authorities also seized 3400 kg of fish catch worth USD 723,500. The 
fishermen and the boats were handed over to the local authorities for further investigation. 

 
 

Seychelles Imposes Heavy Fines for Illegal Fishing  
 

 
 
➢ For the first time since the enactment of the Fisheries Act of Seychelles in 2015, a foreign fishing 
vessel apprehended for poaching has been directed to pay the mandatory minimum fine of SCR2.5 million 
(~USD 167,000). Failure to pay the fine may result in imprisonment up to two years. 
 
➢ Since 2015, there have been around 23 such poaching cases that occurred in Seychelles. 80% of 
the poaching incidents were restricted to a single foreign country. 
 
➢ Previous judgemets often involved a much lower fine amount, with judges considering the limited 
means of payment of the fishermen. In two judgments of 2019, offenders were fined SCR1,000 (~USD 78) 
and 2,000 (~USD 157). This judgement is expected to help achieve the deterrence against poaching, 
envisaged by the Fisheries Act of Seychelles.  
 
➢ Source:   
http://www.seychellesnewsagency.com/articles/15277/Huge+fine+for+illegal+fishing+signals+new+era+of+
enforcement%2C+Seychelles+Fishing+Authority+says 
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                  Irregular Human Migration 

 
99 IHM incidents were recorded by the Centre in Aug 21, a 72% increase from the 57 incidents recorded in 
Jul 21. This increase may be attributable to enhanced reporting and relatively favourable weather conditions 
in the Mediterranean. The fallout of COVID-19 is likely to exacerbate illegal crossings/ migration. About 86% 
of the recorded incidents occurred in the Mediterranean region (67 - off Turkey, 07 - off Libya, 04 - off Italy, 
03 - off Tunisia, 02 - off Greece and 01 - off Cyprus). Remaining incidents recorded were: nine off Mayotte, 

two each off Oman and Bangladesh and one each off Malaysia and Singapore. 
 

Crossings off Mayotte – The Centre monitored a 200% increase in the recorded incidents of migrant 
crossings off Mayotte in Aug 21, as compared to Jul 21. The incidents reported off Mayotte involved 
detaining of traditional local boats “kwassa-kwassa” along with the suspected smugglers and irregular 
migrants. 
 

Mediterranean – Incidents reported in Mediterranean in Aug 21 were monitored off Turkey, Mayotte, Libya, 
Italy, Tunisia, Greece and Cyprus and witnessed an increase of 86% as compared to Jul 21. The Centre 
monitored 84 migrant crossings (both attempted & successful) in the region, up from 51 in Jul 21. 
Favourable weather conditions for small boat operations and proactive reporting by authorities are likely to 
be some of the drivers behind this increase. 
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Tunisia/ 01 Aug 21.   
 

On 01 Aug 21, it was reported that a German flagged ship SEA-WATCH 3 and a French flagged ship OCEAN 
VIKING rescued 394 irregular migrants from a boat in Mediterranean Sea, Tunisia. Reportedly, the boat 
encountered an engine failure and was stranded at sea.                                                                

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 01 Aug 21.   
 

On 01 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 30 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 01 Aug 21.   
 

On 01 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 63 irregular migrants and apprehended 
two smugglers from a sailing boat off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. Reportedly, the boat was adrift due to 
engine breakdown. The rescued migrants and apprehended smugglers were shifted ashore and transferred to 
provincial migration office for onward legal proceedings.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 01 Aug 21.   
  

On 01 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 31 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Klang, Malaysia/ 02 Aug 21.   
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities apprehended 19 irregular migrants from a boat about 
2.5 nm West of Klang, Malaysia. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to leave the country illegally via sea route 
and the migrant boat capsized after it attempted to escape by hitting MMEA patrol boat PENGGALANG 41. 
Subsequently, authorities apprehended all personnel and transferred them to local authorities for onward legal 
processing.  
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 02 Aug 21.   
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 13 foreign nationals and two 
suspected traffickers onboard two kwassa-kwassa boats off Mayotte. The suspects and traffickers were 
handed over to local authorities. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 04 Aug 21.   
 

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that the Libyan Coast Guard apprehended 110 irregular migrants off the coast of 
Libya. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to cross the Mediterranean Sea. The apprehended migrants were 
transferred ashore for further processing. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 04 Aug 21.   
 

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 33 foreign nationals and two 
suspected traffickers onboard two kwassa-kwassa boats off Mayotte. The suspects and traffickers were 
handed over to local authorities. 

 

Summary Of Irregular Human Migration Incidents 

Comments. SEA WATCH 3 belongs to the Sea Watch organization based in Berlin. OCEAN VIKING 
belongs to SOS Mediterraneé.  These NGO ships work to rescue and assist migrants fleeing Libya. 
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 05 Aug 21.   
 

On 05 Aug 21, the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 14 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off 
the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the 
local waters. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial 
migration office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 06 Aug 21.   
 

On 06 Aug 21, the Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 100 irregular migrants from a boat 
off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the 
local waters. The apprehended migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to 
provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 06 Aug 21.   
 

On 06 Aug 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 17 foreign nationals and a suspected 
trafficker onboard a kwassa-kwassa boat off Mayotte. The apprehended migrants and trafficker were handed 
over to local authorities. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 07 Aug 21.   
 

On 07 Aug 21, the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 34 irregular migrants from an 
inflatable boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the 
boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and 
transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.    
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Antalya, Turkey/ 07 Aug 21.   
 

On 07 Aug 21, the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 17 irregular migrants from an 
inflatable boat off Antalya, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat 
stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and 
transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.    

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 07 Aug 21.   
 

On 07 Aug 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended three foreign nationals and a 
suspected trafficker onboard a kwassa-kwassa boat off Mayotte. The apprehended migrants and trafficker 
were handed over to local authorities. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 09 Aug 21.   
 

On 09 Aug 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 22 foreign nationals and a suspected 
trafficker onboard a kwassa-kwassa boat off Mayotte. The apprehended migrants and trafficker were handed 
over to local authorities. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 11 Aug 21.   
 

On 11 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 17 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. The boat drifted due to engine failure and the stranded migrants raised a 
distress alert. After rescue, they were transferred ashore to the provincial migration office for onward legal 
proceedings.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 11 Aug 21.   
 

On 11 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued six irregular migrants and one suspected 
trafficker from an inflatable boat off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat 
stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants and apprehended trafficker were transferred to provincial 
migration office for onward legal processing.   
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 11 Aug 21.   
 

On 11 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued eight irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the 
coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued 
migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 11 Aug 21.   
 

On 11 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 27 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The apprehended migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 13 Aug 21.   
 

On 13 Aug 21, it was reported that Libyan Navy rescued 113 irregular migrants in two incidents off Libya. 
Reportedly, the migrants attempted to cross the Mediterranean Sea. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore 
and transferred to local authorities for onward legal processing. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Bangladesh/ 13 Aug 21.   
 

On 13 Aug 21, it was reported that 27 irregular migrants went missing off Bangladesh. Reportedly, the boat 
carrying 41 migrants capsized due to heavy weather prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. 
Subsequently, 14 migrants were rescued by a fishing boat in the vicinity. The rescued migrants were shifted 
ashore and a search operation was launched to locate the missing individuals.  
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 13 Aug 21.   
 

On 13 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued three irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the 
coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued 
migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 13 Aug 21.   
 

On 13 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 10 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the 
coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued 
migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 13 Aug 21.   
 

On 13 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended two irregular migrants from a merchant 
vessel off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the vessel stranded in the local waters. 
The apprehended migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 14 Aug 21.   
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that the Libyan Navy rescued 71 irregular migrants from a rubber boat off Libya. 
Reportedly, the migrants attempted to cross the Mediterranean Sea. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore 
and transferred to local authorities for onward legal proceeding. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Tunisia/ 14 Aug 21.   
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that the Tunisian Coast Guard apprehended 287 irregular migrants in 17 
different operations off the coast of Tunisia. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to cross the Mediterranean 
Sea when their boat sank. The apprehended migrants were transferred to the coast for onward legal 
processing. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 14 Aug 21.   
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 11 irregular migrants and one suspected 
trafficker from an inflatable boat off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat 
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stranded in the local waters. The apprehended migrants and trafficker were transferred to provincial migration 
office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 14 Aug 21.   
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 17 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The apprehended migrants were transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Bangladesh/ 14 Aug 21. 
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that 27 irregular migrants went missing off Bangladesh. Reportedly, the boat 
carrying 41 migrants capsized due to heavy weather prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. 
Subsequently, 14 migrants were rescued by a fishing boat in the vicinity. The rescued migrants were 
subsequently shifted ashore. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Al Batinah, Oman/ 15 Aug 21.   
 

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that Omani Coast Guard apprehended 10 irregular migrants from a boat off Al 
Batinah, Oman. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to enter the country illegally via sea route. The 
apprehended migrants were taken into custody for further investigation. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 16 Aug 21.   
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 19 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The apprehended migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 16 Aug 21.   
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 18 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The 
rescued migrants were transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 17 Aug 21.   
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 12 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Balikesir, Turkey/ 17 Aug 21.   
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 20 irregular migrants 
from an inflatable boat off the coast of Balikesir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities 
sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants were transferred to 
the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 17 Aug 21.   
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 30 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The 
rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   

  

Update  
 

It was reported that the mortal remains of 11 missing migrants were recovered on 18 Aug 21. 
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 17 Aug 21.   
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 17 foreign nationals and a suspected 
trafficker onboard a kwassa-kwassa boat off Mayotte. The apprehended migrants and trafficker were handed 
over to local authorities. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 18 Aug 21.   
 

On 18 Aug 21, it was reported that Libyan Coast Guard rescued 172 irregular migrants from a boat off Libya. 
Reportedly, the migrants attempted to cross the Mediterranean Sea. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore 
and transferred to local authorities for onward legal proceeding. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 18 Aug 21.   
 

On 18 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 28 irregular migrants 
from an inflatable boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities 
sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants were moved 
ashore and transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 18 Aug 21.   
 

On 18 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 36 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 18 Aug 21.   
 

On 18 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 90 irregular migrants and two suspected 
traffickers from a sailboat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in 
the local waters. The apprehended migrants were moved ashore and transferred to the provincial migration 
office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 18 Aug 21.   
 

On 18 Aug 21, it was reported that the Mayotte authorities apprehended 18 foreign national and a suspected 
trafficker onboard two kwassa-kwassa boats off Mayotte. The apprehended migrants and trafficker were 
handed over to local authorities. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 19 Aug 21.   
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that Libyan Coast Guard rescued 61 irregular migrants off Libya. Reportedly, the 
migrants were attempting to cross the Mediterranean Sea. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and 
transferred to local authorities for onward legal processing. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Levanzo, Italy/ 19 Aug 21.   
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that Italian Coast Guard rescued 22 stranded irregular migrants while one 
migrant lost his life off Levanzo, Italy. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to cross the Mediterranean Sea 
when the boat mishap happened. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to local 
authorities for onward legal processing. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 19 Aug 21.   
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued eight irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.  
  

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 19 Aug 21.   
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 52 irregular migrants from a lifeboat and an 
inflatable boat off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local 
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waters. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to the provincial migration office for onward 
legal processing.   
 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 19 Aug 21.   
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 20 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the 
coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued 
migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 19 Aug 21.   
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 24 irregular 
migrants from an inflatable boat off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the 
authorities sighted the boat stranded in local waters.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 19 Aug 21.   
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued three irregular migrants off the coast of Aydin, 
Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the migrants stranded in the sea waters. The rescued migrants 
were shifted ashore and transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 19 Aug 21.   
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 32 irregular 
migrants from an inflatable boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the 
authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters.  
 

Missing Migrants Project Data by IOM 
 

 
 

➢ Missing Migrants Project counts migrants who have died at the external borders of states, or in 
the process of migration towards an international destination, regardless of their legal status.  The 
Project records only those migrants who die during their journey to a country different from their 
country of residence. 
 
➢ Missing Migrants Project data include the deaths of migrants who die in transportation accidents, 
shipwrecks, violent attacks, or due to medical complications during their journeys. It also includes 
the number of mortal remains found at border  crossings  that are  categorized  as  the  bodies  of  
migrants, based  on belonging  and/or  the characteristics of the death. 
 
 

➢ Missing Migrants Project data are estimates from International Organisation of Migration (IOM), 
national authorities and media sources. 
  
➢ The Missing Migrants Project data by IOM can be accessed at the following link: 
https://missingmigrants.iom.int/ 
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey / 20 Aug 21.   
 

On 20 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 28 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local 
waters. The rescued migrants were transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 20 Aug 21.   
 

On 20 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued eight irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the 
coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 21 Aug 21.   
 

On 21 Aug 21, it was reported that Mayotte authorities apprehended 58 irregular migrants and three suspected 
traffickers onboard four kwassa-kwassa boats off Mayotte. The apprehended migrants and traffickers were 
handed over to local authorities. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Shinas, Oman/ 21 Aug 21.   
 

On 21 Aug 21, it was reported that Oman authorities apprehended eight irregular migrants onboard two boats 
off the coast of Shinas, Oman. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to enter the country illegally. The 
apprehended migrants were handed over to local authorities. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Cyprus/ 22 Aug 21.   
  

On 22 Aug 21, it was reported that Cypriot authorities intercepted 88 irregular migrants in two boats about 9 
miles off eastern Cyprus. One migrant reportedly managed to swim away and evade capture. Later, the 
apprehended migrants were transported to Lebanon, with whom Cyprus has an agreement to return illegal 
immigrants arriving by boat. 
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 22 Aug 21.   
 

On 22 Aug 21, it was reported that the Libyan Coast Guard rescued 51 irregular migrants from a capsized 
rubber boat off the coast of Libya. The body of one migrant who drowned was recovered and 16 migrants were 
reported missing, presumed dead.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 23 Aug 21.   
 

On 23 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 33 irregular migrants 
from an inflatable boat off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities 
sighted the boat stranded in the local waters.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Tunisia/ 23 Aug 21.   
 

On 23 Aug 21, it was reported that Tunisia Coast Guard rescued 105 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Tunisia. Reportedly, the migrants were attempting to cross the Mediterranean Sea when their 
boat sank. The rescued migrants were moved ashore and transferred to the provincial migration office for 
onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 24 Aug 21.   
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 59 irregular 
migrants from two rubber boats off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. Reportedly, the 
authorities sighted the boats stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants were 
transferred to the local migration office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey / 24 Aug 21.  
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 26 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters.  
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 24 Aug 21.  
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 16 irregular migrants from a private 
yacht off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya/ 24 Aug 21.   
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that the Libyan Coast Guard rescued 400 irregular 
migrants including 28 women and four children off the coast of Libya. The rescued 
migrants were returned to Libya by authorities. 
 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 24 Aug 21.   
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 37 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters.  
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 24 Aug 21.   
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 32 irregular migrants 
and apprehended two suspected traffickers from two lifeboats off the coast of Mugla, 
Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boats stranded in the local waters.  
 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mayotte/ 25 Aug 21.   
 

On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that Mayotte authorities apprehended 24 irregular migrants and one suspected 
trafficker onboard a kwassa-kwassa boat off Mayotte. The apprehended migrants and trafficker were handed 
over to local authorities. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 25 Aug 21.   
 

On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 33 irregular migrants off the coast of 
Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants 
were transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 25 Aug 21.   
 

On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 48 irregular migrants from two rubber 
boats off the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The apprehended migrants were transferred to the provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 25 Aug 21.   
 

On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 33 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters.  
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 25 Aug 21.   
 

On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 15 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the 
coast of Mugla, Turkey. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office 
for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 26 Aug 21.   
 

On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 191 irregular migrants from a fishing 
vessel off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The apprehended migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 26 Aug 21. 
 

On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 23 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off 
the coast of Izmir, Turkey. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration 
office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 26 Aug 21.   
 

On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued six irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the 
coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued 
migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.  
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Kythira Islands, Greece / 26 Aug 21.   
 

On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that Greek Coast Guard apprehended 35 irregular migrants and two suspected 
traffickers from a sailboat in Kythira Islands, Greece. Reportedly, the migrants were travelling across the 
Mediterranean Sea when their boat ran aground. The apprehended migrants and smugglers were transferred 
ashore for onward legal processing. 

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 26 Aug 21.   
 

On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 16 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The 
rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ in Tuas, Singapore / 27 Aug 21.   
 

On 27 Aug 21, it was reported that Singapore authorities apprehended eight irregular 
migrants in Tuas, Singapore. Reportedly, the migrants jumped into the sea from a fibre 
glass boat and swam ashore. The apprehended migrants were taken into custody for 
further investigation. 

  

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 27 Aug 21.   
 

On 27 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 30 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the boat was drifting due to engine failure and was stranded at sea. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Canakkale, Turkey/ 27 Aug 21.   
 

On 27 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 204 irregular migrants from a boat off 
the coast of Canakkale, Turkey. The apprehended migrants were transferred to the provincial migration office 
for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 27 Aug 21.   
 

On 27 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 23 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The 
rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 27 Aug 21.   
 

On 27 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 15 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the 
coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued 
migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.  
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 28 Aug 21.   
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 36 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the boat encountered engine failure and was stranded at sea. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 28 Aug 21.   
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued three irregular migrants from an island boat 
off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to across the territorial waters by swimming. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 28 Aug 21.   
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard apprehended 63 irregular migrants from a boat off the 
coast of Mugla, Turkey. The apprehended migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration 
office for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 28 Aug 21.   
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 36 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 28 Aug 21.   
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 33 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Lampedusa, Italy / 28 Aug 21.   
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that an Italian military vessel rescued 30 irregular 
migrants from two boats off the coast of Lampedusa, Italy. Reportedly, the migrants 
were travelling across the Mediterranean Sea from Tunisia. The rescued migrants were 
transferred ashore for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Lampedusa, Italy / 28 Aug 21.   
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that an Italian military vessel rescued 539 irregular 
migrants from a fishing boat off the coast of Lampedusa, Italy. Reportedly, the migrants 
were travelling across the Mediterranean Sea from Libya. The rescued migrants were 
transferred ashore for onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 28 Aug 21.   
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 25 irregular migrants from two lifeboats off 
the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boats stranded in the local waters. The 
rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.  
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 29 Aug 21.   
 

On 29 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 72 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 29 Aug 21.   
 

On 29 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued eight irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 29 Aug 21.   
 

On 29 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued five irregular migrants from an island boat off 
the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to across the territorial waters by swimming. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 29 Aug 21.   
 

On 29 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 27 irregular migrants from three lifeboats off 
the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The 
rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 29 Aug 21.   
 

On 29 Aug 21, the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 18 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off the coast of Izmir, 
Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants were 
shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 29 Aug 21.   
 

On 29 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 35 irregular migrants 
from an inflatable boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted 
the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and 
transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.   

IMO Bravery Award 2021 
 

  
 
 

➢ Eight individuals or sets of nominees received certificates of commendation for their acts of 
bravery, while a further six received letters of commendation from IMO. The recipients were selected by a 
Panel of Judges, whose recommendation was endorsed by the IMO Council, meeting remotely for its 
125th session from 28 June to 2 July.  
➢ IMO also recognised Maersk Etienne's crew for their rescue efforts. IMO called on authorities to 
ensure a solution that safeguards people in distress at sea and crew against a repeat of the incident. The 
crew of Maersk Etienne had on 05 Aug 20, rescued 27 migrants at sea in the Mediterranean on the 
request of coastal authority. Post rescue, the migrants and crew were left stranded for 38 days, awaiting 
clearance to land the rescued migrants. The migrants were subsequently transferred to a rescue ship in 
view of humanitarian considerations. 

 

Source: https://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/pages/Bravery_Award.aspx 
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• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Mugla, Turkey/ 29 Aug 21.   
 

On 29 Aug 21, the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 12 irregular migrants from a lifeboat off 
the coast of Mugla, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the 
local waters. The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial 
migration office for onward legal processing.   

  

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Izmir, Turkey/ 30 Aug 21.   
 

On 30 Aug 21, it was reported that the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 32 irregular migrants from an inflatable 
boat off the coast of Izmir, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. 
The rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward processing.   

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 30 Aug 21.   
 

On 30 Aug 21, it was reported that Turkish Coast Guard rescued 10 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat 
off the coast of Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The 
rescued migrants were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal 
processing.  

 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 30 Aug 21.   
 

On 30 Aug 21, the Turkish Coast Guard rescued 33 irregular migrants from an inflatable boat off the coast of 
Aydin, Turkey. Reportedly, the authorities sighted the boat stranded in the local waters. The rescued migrants 
were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.  

  

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Aydin, Turkey/ 30 Aug 21.   
 

On 30 Aug 21, the Turkish Coast Guard rescued six irregular migrants from an island off the coast of Aydin, 
Turkey. Reportedly, the migrants attempted to cross the territorial waters by swimming. The rescued migrants 
were shifted ashore and transferred to provincial migration office for onward legal processing.  

   

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Lampedusa, Italy / 31 Aug 21.   
 

On 31 Aug 21, it was reported that Spanish NGO Proactiva Open Arms ship ASTRAL rescued 23 irregular 
migrants including four children from a wooden boat about 21 nm of the coast of Lampedusa, Italy. Reportedly, 
the migrants were travelling across the Mediterranean Sea. The rescued migrants were transferred ashore for 
onward legal processing.   
 

• Irregular Human Migration/ Off Cycladic Islands, Greece / 31 Aug 21.  
  

On 31 Aug 21, it was reported that Greek Coast Guard apprehended 124 irregular migrants including four 
children from a yacht off the coast of Cycladic Islands, Greece. Reportedly, the migrants were travelling across 
the Mediterranean Sea. The apprehended migrants were transferred ashore for onward legal processing. 

Deadly journeys through Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea threaten 'tragic and fatal 
consequences' 

 

 
 

➢ 2020 was the deadliest on record for Rohingya refugees journeying through the Bay of Bengal and 
Andaman Sea. 

➢ According to the UN refugee agency (UNHCR), while 2413 people have travelled in 2020, 218 died 
or went missing in the sea. Two-thirds of those attempting the perilous voyages were women and children- 
risking even further abuse by smugglers. 

➢ UNHCR urged all States in the region to search for refugees in distress at sea and rescue them to 
places of safety. 
 

Source: https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/08/1098122 
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98 maritime incidents were recorded by the Centre for the month of Aug 21, a 34% increase as 
compared to Jul 21. In this month, about 16% of these incidents involved sinking/capsizing of 
vessels, predominantly small ones. 13 incidents of detention due to unauthorised anchoring off 
Malaysia were recorded. Five collisions, a 50% increase as compared to Jul 21 were recorded. 
An incident of a small oil spill, following grounding of a vessel was recorded off Somalia. 
 
Aground – The Centre recorded six incidents of vessels running aground. Six of these were reported at 
various locations in the waters of SE Asia (about 25% lower as compared to Jul 21). This possibly is  
attributable to localised heavy weather phenomenon in the region. One incident each of vessel aground 
was monitored in Indian Ocean, Andaman Sea, Gulf of Suez, Halmahera Sea, Philippines Sea and South 
China Sea. 
 

Capsize and Sinking of Vessels – Twelve incidents of capsizing and four incidents of vessels sinking at 
sea were recorded by the Centre (around 23% reduction from Jul 21). 
 

SAR Operations – Eleven SAR and six MEDEVAC operations undertaken by various maritime agencies 
were monitored during the month of Aug 21. The combined total of SAR and MEDEVAC, saw a 70% 
increase from Jul 21.  

 
 
 
 

  

 

Maritime Incidents 
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• Mechanical Failure/ Off Kyunsu, Myanmar/ 01 Aug 21.    
  

On 01 Aug 21, it was reported that a Panama flagged general cargo ship TAN BINH 127 with 18 crew onboard 
encountered mechanical failure about 51 nm off Kyunsu, Myanmar. Reportedly, the vessel experienced 
flooding. Subsequently, a Hong Kong flagged container ship MCC CHITTAGONG rescued all the crew 
members in the vicinity and towed the vessel ashore.  

 

• SAR/ Off Samar, Philippines/ 01 Aug 21.    
 

On 01 Aug 21, it was reported that crew of RO-RO LITE FERRY 29 rescued a fisherman 
off Samar, Philippines. The fisherman’s boat reportedly encountered heavy weather 
prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. Subsequently the fisherman fell into the 
sea waters, clinging to his capsized boat for 15 hours. Following recovery by LITE 
FERRY 29, the rescued fisherman was reported to be safe and shifted ashore.  

 

• Aground/ Off Sulangan Island, Philippines/ 02 Aug 21.    
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that Panama flagged bulk carrier AMBITION JOURNEY with 21 crew members 
onboard ran aground off Sulangan Island, Philippines. Reportedly, the bulk carrier encountered engine failure 
and eventually ran aground. All the crew members were rescued safely and moved ashore.  Vessel was 
loaded with 49,550 tons of nickel ore. 
 

• SAR/ Off Benaulim, India/ 02 Aug 21.    
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that Indian lifeguards rescued five fishermen from a fishing boat in Benaulim, 
Goa, India. Reportedly, five fishermen were returning to shore when their boat encountered heavy weather 
prevailing in the area and eventually lost balance. Subsequently, the lifeguards rescued all the personnel and 
assisted them ashore. 
 

• Violent Confrontation/ Off Tamil Nadu, India/ 02 Aug 21. 
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that the Sri Lankan Navy fired on an Indian fisherman off Tamil Nadu, India. 
Reportedly, the fisherman sustained minor injury in the incident.  

 

• Cargo Mishap/ Off Satun, Thailand/ 02 Aug 21.    
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that ten containers loaded with rubber wood went overboard from container 
barge MCL PREMIER off Satun, Thailand. Reportedly, the barge was being towed by tug MCL EXPRESS I 
and the mishap occurred when the vessels encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area. All containers 
eventually washed ashore. 

 

• Sunk/ Off Koh Surin, Thailand/ 02 Aug 21.    
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing vessel with 31 crew members including 29 foreign fishermen 
onboard sank about 70 nm NW of Koh Surin, Thailand. Reportedly, the fishing vessel encountered heavy 
weather prevailing in the area and eventually sank. All crew members were reported missing.  

 

• Capsize/ Off Ullal Coast, India/ 02 Aug 21.    
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing vessel with 10 fishermen onboard capsized off Ullal Coast, 
Mangalore, India. Reportedly, the fishing vessel collided with the wreckage of a barge and eventually capsized. 
Nine fishermen were rescued by another boat in the vicinity while one fisherman went missing.  

 

• SAR/ Off Surigao, Philippines/ 02 Aug 21.    
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that Philippine Coast Guard rescued three personnel including the boat skipper 
from a motorbanca MBCA FHRENZ-2 off Surigao, Philippines. Reportedly, the motorbanca encountered heavy 
weather prevailing in the area and eventually half submerged. Subsequently Philippine Coast Guard rescued 
all three personnel. 

Summary Of Maritime Incidents 
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• SAR/ Off Watamu, Kenya/ 02 Aug 21.    
 

On 02 Aug 21, it was reported that the Kenyan Navy rescued eight personnel from a boat off Watamu, Kenya. 
Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area and was stranded at sea for 22 days 
due to engine failure. Seven personnel reportedly lost their lives in the incident. All rescued personnel were 
sent to local hospital for further treatment. 
 

• Missing/ Off Sungai Besar, Malaysia/ 03 Aug 21.    
 

On 03 Aug 21, it was reported that a diver went missing while diving in sea waters about 24.4 nm South West 
of Sungai Besar, Malaysia. Reportedly, the diver along with three other divers were involved in salvaging a 
small sunken boat.  

 

• SAR/ Off Bangladesh/ 04 Aug 21.    
 

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that Bangladesh Navy rescued 17 fishermen from a trawler TAMANNA MUNSHI 
4 in Bay of Bengal, off Bangladesh. Reportedly, the engine of the boat went out of order and broke down. The 
fishermen remained stranded in the sea for three days. The Bangladesh navy approached the distressed 
vessel, rescued the stranded fishermen and shifted them ashore.     

             

• Medevac/ Off Galle Lighthouse, Sri Lanka/ 04 Aug 21.    
 

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that Sri Lankan Navy evacuated a man from fishing trawler 
YASA ISURU I about 71 nm off Galle Lighthouse, Sri Lanka. Reportedly, the fisherman 
was critically ill and required urgent medical assistance. Later, the patient was transferred 
to a local hospital for further treatment. 

 

• Missing/ Off Odeansali, India/ 04 Aug 21.    
  

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that a 16 year old youth went missing off Odeansali, Puducherry, India. 
Reportedly, the youth was swimming with three friends and was dragged away by strong waves.  

 

• Man Overboard/ Off Songkla Province, Thailand/ 04 Aug 21.    
 

On 04 Aug 21, it was reported that a fisherman fell overboard from a fishing vessel NARATHORN transiting off 
Songkla Province, Thailand.   

 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Dhangethi, Maldives/ 04 Aug 21.    
  

On 04 Aug 21, a safari boat HONORS LEGACY with 31 personnel (21 passengers and 10 crew) onboard, 
encountered mechanical failure about 6.7 nm South East of Dhangethi, Maldives. Authorities assisted the boat 
ashore.  

 

• SAR/ Off Palawan, Philippines/ 05 Aug 21.    
 

On 05 Aug 21, the Philippine Coast Guard rescued two foreign fishermen from a liferaft off Palawan, 
Philippines. Reportedly, the fishermen were adrift due to heavy weather prevailing in the area. The Philippine 
Coast Guard rescued the fishermen and towed the raft ashore. All rescued fishermen shifted to local hospital 
for further treatment. Two fishermen lost their lives in the incident.   
                

• Death/ Off Zamboanga, Philippines/ 05 Aug 21.    
 

On 05 Aug 21, four crewmembers of fishing vessel FV JULIUS 558 have lost their lives off Zamboanga, 
Philippines. Reportedly, the crew members inhaled toxic gas while cleaning the fish storage compartment. 
They were shifted to the local hospital but were declared dead on arrival.  

  

Update  
 

As per reports, a group of fishermen on 08 Aug 21 found a body in scuba diving suit strapped to an oxygen 
tank floating about 8.7 nautical miles southwest off Sungai Besar. The body was that of the missing diver. 
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• Capsize/ Off Zambales, Philippines/ 05 Aug 21.    
 

On 05 Aug 21, the Philippine Coast Guard rescued five fishermen from a fishing boat 
F/BCA BROTHERS 8 off Zambales, Philippines. Reportedly, the boat encountered 
heavy weather prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. Subsequently Philippine 
Coast Guard rescued all the fishermen. No injuries were reported in the incident.  
 

• Collision/ Off Pulau Gaya, Malaysia/ 05 Aug 21.    
 

On 05 Aug 21, a speedboat with two personnel onboard collided with another vessel off Pulau Gaya, Malaysia. 
Reportedly, while returning from a fishing trip the speed boat was hit by another vessel and eventually 
capsized. One person lost his life in the incident and another injured person was shifted to a local hospital for 
further treatment. 

 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Tohen, Somalia/ 06 Aug 21.    
 

On 06 Aug 21, it was reported that a Turkish-flagged Ro-Ro ferry MV ANATOLIAN encountered mechanical 
failure off Tohen, Somalia. Reportedly, the vessel encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area due to 
engine failure and eventually lost control. Later, the defect onboard was rectified and the vessel resumed her 
voyage.                                   

 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Balau, Malaysia/ 06 Aug 21.    
 

On 06 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities apprehended 10 foreign crew members and seized a Belize flagged 
tanker for attempting illegal ship-to-ship fuel transfer about 6.7 nm North East of Tanjung Balau, Malaysia. 
Reportedly, the tanker’s captain failed to show permissions to anchor or conduct ship-to-ship fuel transfer. The 
apprehended crew members and seized vessel were taken into the custody for further investigation. 

 

• Medevac/ Off Zamboanga, Philippines/ 06 Aug 21.    
 

On 06 Aug 21, the Philippine Coast Guard evacuated a crew from a livestock carrier MV 
MAYSORA about 71 nm off Zamboanga, Philippines. Reportedly, the crew suffered a 
bone fracture when he accidentally fell from a cattle pen and required urgent medical 
assistance. Later, the patient was transferred to a local hospital for further treatment. 

 

• Medevac/ Strait of Malacca/ 06 Aug 21. 
 

On 06 Aug 21, the Indonesian authorities evacuated a crew from a Bahamas flagged 
cargo ship in Strait of Malacca. Reportedly, the crew suffered from hypertension and 
required urgent medical assistance. Later, the patient was transferred to a local hospital 
for further treatment.  

 

• Aground/ Suez Canal/ 06 Aug 21. 
 

On 06 Aug 21, it was reported that a Cyprus flagged bulk carrier PANAMAX OSTRIA ran aground while 
proceeding from Suez after completing Suez transit, with no pilot on board. Reportedly vessel was enroute 
from Chornomorsk, Ukraine to China at the time of the incident. The vessel was reportedly aground till 16 Aug 
21, when it was re-floated with the assistance of tugs. Traffic in Suez Canal was not affected due to the 
stranded ship. 

 

Update 
 

➢ Following recovery from the mechanical failure, the vessel was steaming close to the Somalian 
coast. 
➢ On 12 Aug 21, it was reported that the vessel ran aground off Somalia after encountering engine 
breakdown again. Reportedly, an oil leakage was also detected.  
➢ The vessel thereafter resumed its voyage and was subject to an attack on 13 Aug 21(details in Piracy 
& Armed Robbery Section). 
➢ Post the incident, the vessel berthed in Mogadishu, Somalia on 14 Aug 21. 
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• Capize/ Off Benaulim, India/ 07 Aug 21.  
 

On 07 Aug 21, a canoe with a group of fishermen onboard capsized off Benaulim, Goa, India. Subsquently, 
fishermen jumped into the sea and safely swam ashore. 

 

• Aground/ Off West Papau, Indonesia/ 07 Aug 21.    
 

On 07 Aug 21, it was reported that a Tuvalu flagged cargo ship INDI NURMATALIA 07 ran aground on coral 
reefs, causing significant damages to the reefs off West Papua, Indonesia. Reportedly, the ship was carrying 
2,200 tonnes of cement onboard.  
 

• Man Overboard/ Off Gebeng, Malaysia/ 07 Aug 21.    
 

On 07 Aug 21, a fisherman went missing about 14 nm off Gebeng, Malaysia. Reportedly, the fisherman was 
believed to have drowned at sea.  

 

• Aground/ Off Phu Quy, Vietnam/ 07 Aug 21.    
 

On 07 Aug 21, a Vietnam flagged cargo ship HAI ANH 88 with seven crew members onboard ran aground off 
Phu Quy Island, Vietnam. Reportedly, the vessel encountered hydraulic pump failure and eventually ran 
aground. Subsequently, all crew members were safely evacuated. 

 

• SAR/ Off Palawan, Philippines/ 07 Aug 21.    
 

On 07 Aug 21, the Philippine authorities rescued 12 fishermen from a fishing vessel F/B SUNSHINE off 
Palawan, Philippines. Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area and took in large 
amounts of water. Subsequently, the stranded fishermen raised distress alert. The Philippine authorities 
responded to the distress alert and rescued all the fishermen.  
 

• SAR/ Off Karnataka, India/ 08 Aug 21.    
 

On 08 Aug 21, the Indian Coast Guard rescued 10 crew members including boat skipper from a fishing boat 
LOURDHU MATHA2 off Karnataka, India. Reportedly, the boat was adrift due to propeller loss at sea. 
Subsequently Indian Coast Guard rescued all the crew members and the fishing boat was towed to Malpe 
Harbour, India.                                               

 

• Man Overboard/ Off Nakhon Si Thammarat, Thailand/ 08 Aug 21.    
 

On 08 Aug 21, a crew of the PICHAI CHUMPHON 2 fell overboard about 14 nm off Nakhon Si Thammarat 
province, Thailand. Reportedly, Thai authorities rescued the crew and shifted him to a local hospital for further 
treatment. 

 

• Capsize / Off Karunagappally, India/ 09 Aug 21.    
 

On 09 Aug 21, a fisherman lost his life off Karunagappally, Kerala, India. Reportedly, the boat carrying eight 
fishermen capsized at sea. Subsequently, seven fishermen were rescued and transferred to local hospital for 
further treatment. One fisherman reportedly drowned. 

 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Mongla, Bangladesh/ 09 Aug 21.    
 

On 09 Aug 21, Bangladeshi authorities apprehended 13 foreign fishermen from a foreign trawler for illegal 
entry into Bangladeshi waters about 15.4 nm South West of Mongla, Bangladesh. Reportedly, the suspects 
entered the country’s waters without a valid permit. The fishermen and the seized boat were handed over to 
the local authorities for further investigation.  
 

• SAR/ Off Uswetakeiyawa, Sri Lanka/ 09 Aug 21.    
 

On 09 Aug 21, Sri Lanka Navy rescued a woman from drowning off Uswetakeiyawa, Sri Lanka. The rescued 
woman was transferred to a local hospital for further treatment. 
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• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Siang, Malaysia/ 09 Aug 21.    
 

On 09 Aug 21, Malaysian authorities apprehended two crew members (captain and 
Chief Engineer) and detained a South Korean flagged tanker with 18 crew members 
onboard about 15 nm off Tanjung Siang, Johor, Malaysia. Reportedly, the tanker was 
anchored inside the country waters without a valid permit. The crew members and the 
vessel were taken into custody for further investigation. 

 

• Collision/ Off Malé Atoll, Maldives/ 09 Aug 21.    
 

On 09 Aug 21, two small boats collided with each other off South Malé Atoll, Maldives. Reportedly, a boat 
crashed into another anchored boat. The crew members and the passengers were transferred ashore by 
coastal authorities. No injuries were reported in the incident. 

 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Keti Bandar, Pakistan/ 09 Aug 21.    
 

On 09 Aug 21, it was reported that a Panama flagged LPG tanker GAS YODLA with 17 crew onboard 
encountered mechanical failure whilst at anchorage about 15 nm off Keti Bandar, Pakistan. Reportedly, the 
vessel lost its propulsion and one anchor due to machinery failure. The tanker was reportedly left with only one 
anchor, low on fuel, water and provisions. Subsequently, PMSA authorities approached the distressed tanker 
and managed to take her under tow. After weighing the remaining anchor it was also lost. The tanker was 
towed to safety.                             

 

• Aground/ Off Moscos Island, Myanmar/ 09 Aug 21.    
 

On 09 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing vessel EI EI KYAW with 13 crew members onboard ran aground 
on rocks off North Moscos Island, Myanmar. Reportedly, Myanmar Navy ship UMS-565 rescued all the crew 
members and shifted them ashore. 
 

• Capsize/ Off Kuala Miri, Malaysia/ 10 Aug 21.    
 

On 10 Aug 21, a fibre boat with two crew members onboard capsized about 11 nm South West of Kuala Miri, 
Malaysia. Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. 
Subsequently, one crew member was rescued by a fishing boat in the vicinity. One crew member lost his life in 
the incident. The fishing boat recovered mortal remains of the deceased crew. 
 

• Missing/ Off Palawan, Philippines/ 10 Aug 21.    
 

On 10 Aug 21, a crewmember of fishing vessel FV YELLOW BELL 2 went missing off Palawan, Philippines. 
Reportedly, the crew went missing after he jumped from the vessel to grab a loose fishing net rope.  
 

• Capsize/ Off Bandaruvanipeta, India/ 10 Aug 21.    
 

On 10 Aug 21, a fishing boat with seven fishermen onboard capsized off Bandaruvanipeta, Andhra Pradesh, 
India. Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. 
Subsequently, three fishermen swam ashore, three were reported missing, and the mortal remains of one 
fisherman was recovered.  

 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Nizampatnam, India/ 11 Aug 21.    
 

On 11 Aug 21, a fishing vessel WINNER-II with nine crew onboard encountered mechanical failure about 35 
nm off Nizampatnam, Andhra Pradesh, India. Reportedly, the vessel was stranded due to technical failure. 
Indian Coast Guard vessel RANI GAIDINLIU rescued all the crewmembers and towed the boat ashore.  
 

• Capsize/ Off Chapora, India/ 11 Aug 21.    
 

On 11 Aug 21, it was reported that Lifeguards rescued 10 fishermen from a fishing boat that had capsized off 
Chapora, Goa, India.  

Comments. The Centre recorded similar incident onboard the vessel on 23 Jul 21, where the ship lost 
power in vicinity of off-shore oil rigs in the Arabian sea and was rescued by Indian authorities.  
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• Capsize/ Off Fihalhohi, Maldives/ 11 Aug 21.    
 

On 11 Aug 21, a boat RAYA with three personnel onboard capsized about 6.5 nm off Fihalhohi, Maldives. 
Reportedly, the boat was transporting metal and construction aggregates when the boat capsized. 
Subsequently, the personnel were rescued by the other boat DHIRUN in the vicinity.  
 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Rodrigues, Mauritius/ 11 Aug 21.    
 

On 11 Aug 21, a fishing boat with a person onboard encountered engine failure about 13 nm South West of 
Rodrigues, Mauritius. Reportedly, the rescue boat FIB X5 reached the incident location and rescued the 
person and towed the boast ashore. 
 

• Capsize/ Off Pulau Kendi, Malaysia/ 12 Aug 21.    
 

On 12 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing boat with two fishermen onboard capsized off Pulau Kendi, 
Malaysia. Reportedly, the boat sprung a leak while fishing and eventually capsized. The fishermen clung to 
their capsized boat for four hours and were subsequently safely rescued by Malaysian authorities.  
 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Penawar, Malaysia/ 12 Aug 21. 
 

On 12 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities detained a Singapore flagged tanker with 21 crew 
onboard about 14.5 nm off Tanjung Penawar, Malaysia. Reportedly, the tanker had anchored without a valid 
permit. The vessel was taken into custody for further investigation. 

                                                                                

• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Punggai, Malaysia/ 13 Aug 21. 
 

On 13 Aug 21, Malaysian authorities detained a Kiribati flagged tanker with four crew members onboard about 
5.4 nm off Tanjung Punggai, Malaysia. Reportedly, the tanker was anchored without a valid permit. The vessel 
was taken into custody for further investigation. 

 

• Medevac/ Off Pulau Jarak, Malaysia/ 13 Aug 21.  
 

On 13 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities evacuated a crew from a tanker about 31.7 nm off Pulau Jarak, 
Malaysia. Reportedly, the crew was seriously injured after falling off a ballast tank and broke his back and 
suffered severe injuries to his head. Later, the patient was transferred to a local hospital for further treatment. 

 

• Death/ Off Mahajanga, Madagascar/ 13 Aug 21. 
 

On 13 Aug 21, it was reported that a person lost his life off Mahajanga, Madagascar. Reportedly, the person 
was suddenly swept away by the water current while he was swimming on the beach. Mortal remains of the 
missing person was recovered on 14 Aug 21. 

  

➢ Comments. As per BIMCO, when anchoring in waters off Singapore, Malaysia or Indonesia, it is 
recommended that ships take extra precaution to check their exact location, contact the relevant authority of 
these countries and obtain permission before carrying out their intended act. Malaysia has communicated 
this information in Malaysian shipping notice 05/2014. 
 
➢ Anchoring in non-designated anchorage areas or laying up without a prior permit is illegal in 
Malaysian waters, and the country has incorporated these rules into its Merchant Shipping Ordinance 1952, 
which requires ships to notify the director of marine or port office regarding its planned actions within the 
territorial waters. Ships may be required to pay a fee for conducting such activities. It should be noted that 
the ordinance has recently been amended to include “anchoring in non-anchorage areas”. 
 
➢ Fines related to anchoring which is deemed to be illegal by the Malaysian authorities may not always 
be covered by P&I insurance. 
 
Source: https://www.bimco.org/news/ports/20210427-extra-precaution-when-anchoring-in-malaysian-waters 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.marine.gov.my/jlm/admin/assets/uploads/files/notis/16405-npm052014.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/natlex4.detail?p_lang=&p_isn=89550
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• Vessel Detained/ Off Oman Coast/ 13 Aug 21. 
 

On 13 Aug 21, Omani authorities seized a boat for illegal activities off the Coast off Oman. Reportedly, the boat 
was engaged in unlicensed tourist activity. The boat was taken into custody for further investigation. 

 

• Collision/ Off Con Co Island, Vietnam/ 14 Aug 21.    
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that a Vietnam flagged container ship GREEN 
PACIFIC collided with a fishing vessel TTH 92206TS, 30 nm Northeast of Con Co 
Island, Quang Tri province, Gulf of Tonkin, Vietnam. Reportedly, the fishing vessel 
sank after collision. Subsequently, the container ship GREEN PACIFIC rescued 7 
fishermen while two were reported missing. The rescued fishermen were shifted 
ashore in Cua Viet.  
 

• Sunk/ Off Dukuhseti, Indonesia/ 14 Aug 21.    
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that a bunker tanker with seven crew members onboard carrying 120 tons of 
diesel oil sank off Dukuhseti, Java, Indonesia. Reportedly, the tanker encountered engine failure and 
eventually ran aground and partially sank. Subsequently, all crew members were rescued by local fishermen in 
the vicinity. The wreck of the vessel was surrounded by booms to prevent oil pollution. 

 

• Missing/ Off Bangladesh/ 14 Aug 21. 
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that 27 irregular migrants went missing off Bangladesh. Reportedly, the boat 
carrying 41 migrants capsized due to heavy weather prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. 
Subsequently, 14 migrants were rescued by a fishing boat in the vicinity. The rescued migrants were 
subsequently shifted ashore. 

 

• Capsize/ Off Lamu, Kenya/ 14 Aug 21. 
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing boat with five fishermen onboard capsized off Lamu, Kenya. 
Reportedly, the fishing boat encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. Two 
fishermen swam safely to shore while three went missing.  

 

• Violent Confrontation/ Off Hanish Island, Yemen/ 14 Aug 21. 
 

On 14 Aug 21, it was reported that a fisherman was killed and two others were wounded off Hanish Island, 
Yemen. Reportedly, the incident followed a confrontation between Eritrean Navy and a group of Yemeni 
fishermen. 
 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Yemen, Arabian Sea/ 15 Aug 21. 
 

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that an Antigua and Barbuda flagged cargo vessel MV MARTHA was adrift after 
it encountered engine failure in Arabian Sea. The crew members and vessel were reported to be safe. 

 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Balau, Malaysia/ 15 Aug 21. 
 

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities detained a Togo flagged cargo ship with 16 crew 
onboard about 13 nm off Tanjung Balau, Malaysia. Reportedly, the vessel was anchored without a valid permit. 
The crew members and the vessel were taken into custody for further investigation. 

  

Update  
 

It was reported that the mortal remains of 11 missing migrants were recovered on 18 Aug 21. 

 

Update  
 

The defect was rectified on 16 Aug 21 and the vessel resumed her voyage. 
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• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Siang, Malaysia/ 15 Aug 21. 
 

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities detained a Cayman Islands flagged tanker with 27 
crew onboard about 13 nm off Tanjung Siang, Malaysia. Reportedly, the tanker was anchored without a valid 
permit. The crew members and the vessel were taken into custody for further investigation. 
 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Siang, Malaysia/ 15 Aug 21. 
 

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities detained a Panama flagged tanker with 25 crew 
onboard about 13.9 nm East of Tanjung Siang, Malaysia. Reportedly, the tanker was anchored without a valid 
permit. The crew members and the vessel were taken into custody for further investigation. 
 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Tohor, Malaysia/ 15 Aug 21.  
 

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities detained two local barter trade boats with eight crew 
onboard about 2.4 nm South West of Tanjung Tohor, Malaysia. Reportedly, the boats were anchored without a 
valid permit. The crew members and the boats were taken into custody for further investigation. 

 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Simuele, Indonesia/ 15 Aug 21. 
 

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that an Indonesian flagged passenger Ro-Ro vessel TELUK SINGKIL 
encountered mechanical failure off Simuele, Indonesia. Reportedly, the vessel encountered heavy weather 
prevailing in the area and listed about five to six degree to starboard side. All the passengers were safely 
evacuated by another passenger vessel KMP ACEHHEBAT 1 in the vicinity. Later, the vessel managed to 
safely dock at Simeulue port. 

 

• Missing/ Off Chikirini Domoni Anjouan, Comoros/ 15 Aug 21. 
 

On 15 Aug 21, it was reported that two fishermen went missing from a fishing boat off Chikirini Domoni 
Anjouan, Comoros.  
 

• Capsize/ Off Tanjung Sedeli, Malaysia/ 16 Aug 21. 
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing boat with two fishermen onboard capsized about 4.3 nm North 
East of Tanjung Sedeli, Malaysia. Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area and 
eventually capsized. Malaysian authorities rescued the fishermen and shifted them ashore.  

 

• Mechanical Failure/ Gulf Of Aden/ 16 Aug 21. 
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that a United States flagged merchant vessel MV MAERSK KENSINGTON was 
adrift in Gulf of Aden, due to engine failure. The defect was rectified after approximately five hours and the 
vessel resumed her voyage. 
 

• Fire/ Off Sulawesi Tenggara, Indonesia/ 16 Aug 21. 
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that a passenger vessel KM BUKIT SUMBER 
POLEANG with 34 passengers onboard caught fire off Sulawesi Tenggara, 
Indonesia. Reportedly, all passengers were safely rescued by ships in the vicinity.  
 

• Medevac/ Off Goa, India/ 16 Aug 21. 
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that Indian Coast Guard evacuated a crew member 
from a Marshall Island flagged bulk carrier MV CHRISTINA J off Goa, India. 
Reportedly, the crew member was suffering from occasional abdominal and upper 
back pain and was evacuated by the Indian Coast Guard from Murmagao anchorage 
by a boat. Later, the patient was transferred to a local hospital for further treatment.  
 

• Medevac/ Off Abu Dhabi, UAE/ 16 Aug 21. 
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that UAE authorities evacuated a man from a commercial vessel off Abu Dhabi, 
UAE. Reportedly, the person was suffering from an acute respiratory problem. Authorities airlifted the person 
and shifted him to the local hospital for further treatment. 
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• Sunk/ Off Central Kalimantan, Indonesia/ 16 Aug 21. 
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that a motorboat PUTRI AYU 3 sank with 13 crew onboard off Kotawaringin, 
Central Kalimantan, Indonesia. Reportedly, strong waves caused the boat to overturn and eventually sink. 
Reportedly, five crew members were rescued, one died and five were missing.  
 

• Violent Confrontation/ Off Muara Tabuan, Malaysia/ 16 Aug 21. 
 

On 16 Aug 21, it was reported that two crew members are murdered by another crew on a docked boat off 
Muara Tabuan, Malaysia. Reportedly, the accused was being bullied and forced to resign for not taking the 
Covid-19 vaccination.  

  

• Fire/ Off Chennai, India/ 17 Aug 21. 
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing boat ASWANTH with 10 crew onboard caught fire off Chennai, 
India. Reportedly, Indian Coast Guard ship C-440 doused the fire and rescued all fishermen onboard. 
Arrangements were made by boat owner for towing the boat ashore. 
 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Penawar, Malaysia/ 17 Aug 21. 
 

On 17 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities detained an Equatorial Guinea 
flagged tanker with seven crew onboard about 14.5 nm off Tanjung Penawar, Johor, 
Malaysia. Reportedly, the tanker was anchored without a valid permit. The crew 
members and the vessel were taken into custody for further investigation.  

 

• Voilent Confrontation/ Off Tamil Nadu, India/ 18 Aug 21. 
 

On 18 Aug 21, it was reported that a conflict erupted at sea between two sets off 
fishermen from Tamil Nadu, India. Reportedly, the conflict started over the use of 
banned purse seine fishing nets. A trawler rammed into a boat. One boat was damaged 
while four others were set on fire. Three personnel were injured in the incident. The 
incident was reported to local authorities. 
 

• Missing/ Off Pulau Dinawan, Malaysia/ 18 Aug 21. 
 

On 18 Aug 21, it was reported that two fishermen went missing off Pulau Dinawan, Kinarut, Malaysia. 
Reportedly, the two fishermen left in separate fishing boats. One fisherman was rescued by local fishermen 
and shifted to a hospital ashore, where he was confirmed dead. Being hit by lightning was reported as a 
probable cause. 

 

• Missing/ Off Tok Bali, Malaysia/ 18 Aug 21. 
 

On 18 Aug 21, it was reported that a fisherman went missing about 38.5 nm off Tok Bali, Malaysia.  
 

• Aground/ Off Kaafu Atoll Reefs, Maldives/ 19 Aug 21. 
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that a Panama flagged bulk carrier NAVIOS 
AMARYLLIS with 19 crew members onboard ran aground off Kaafu Atoll Reefs, 
Maldives, apparently due to engine failure. No injuries or environmental damage were 
reported in the incident. A tug from Sri Lanka arrived on 23 Aug to assist in re-floating 
the vessel.  

 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Manila, Philippines/ 19 Aug 21. 
 

On 19 Aug 21, the Philippine authorities apprehended six crew members and detained four China flagged 
yachts off Manila, Philippines. Reportedly, the yachts were moored at the Manila international container 

Update  
 

The vessel was successfully re-floated on 29 Aug 21. 
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terminal without valid permits. The crew members and the vessel were taken into custody for further 
investigation.  

 

• Missing/ Off Koh Nok, Thailand/ 19 Aug 21. 
 

On 19 Aug 21, it was reported that a fisherman went missing off Koh Nok, Thailand. 
Reportedly, the missing fisherman was later found dead by another fisherman and his 
body recovered.  
 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Muara Sungai Kemena, Malaysia/ 21 Aug 21. 
 

On 21 Aug 21, the Malaysian authorities apprehended three crew and detained a Tug boat about 1.9 nm off 
Muara Sungai Kemena in Bintulu, Malaysia. Reportedly, the boat was operating using an expired shipping 
license. The crew members and the vessel were taken into custody for further investigation.  
 

• Fire/ Off Pulau Gaya, Malaysia/ 21 Aug 21. 
 

On 21 Aug 21, it was reported that a luxury yacht caught fire whilst berthed at dock off 
Kampung Torong Logong, Pulau Gaya, Malaysia. Subsequently, authorities were 
rescued all personnel and extinguished fire onboard.  

 

• Missing/ Off Zimbali, South Africa/ 21 Aug 21. 
 

On 21 Aug 21, it was reported that a child went missing off Zimbali, South Africa. Reportedly, a mother and 
child had been swept out to sea by the waves. Authorities managed to rescue the mother and helped her 
ashore.  

 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Sekinchan, Malaysia/ 22 Aug 21. 
 

On 22 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities apprehended two crew 
members and detained a Norway flagged Tanker with 20 crew onboard about 27.8 
nm South West of Sekinchan, Selangor, Malaysia. Reportedly, the tanker was 
anchored without a valid permit. The crew members and the vessel were taken into 
custody for further investigation.  

 

• Collision/ Off Pulau Lalang, Malaysia/ 22 Aug 21. 
 

On 22 Aug 21, it was reported that a boat with four people on board collided with a buoy off Pulau Lalang, 
Malaysia. Reportedly, three personnel were rescued by fishing boats in the vicinity but one person lost his life 
in the incident. The body of the drowned person was discovered in a mangrove area the next day and handed 
over to the local authorities. 

 

• Fire/ Off Albay, Philippines/ 23 Aug 21.                                          
 
On 23 Aug 21, it was reported that a Philippines flagged cargo vessel MV DELWIN 
MATTHEW with 22 crew onboard caught fire off Albay, Philippines. Reportedly, a fault 
in electric wiring was the probable cause of the fire. Philippine Coast Guard rescued all 
the crew members and extinguished the fire. All crew members were reported to be 
safe. 
 

• Cargo Mishap/ Port Klang, Malaysia/ 23 Aug 21. 
 

On 23 Aug 21, it was reported that an incident occurred onboard the Portugal flagged bulk carrier SPIRIT OF 
DUBAI during cargo operations at Port Klang, Malaysia. Reportedly, the vessel’s upper deck was damaged. 
No injuries or pollution was reported.  

 

• Fire/ Off Mauritius/ 24 Aug 21. 
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that a Taiwan flagged fishing vessel RUEY CHIEN TSAI 112 caught fire while 
moored off Quarantine Buoy, Mauritius. Reportedly, the authorities deployed a team to control the fire. Crew 
reported to be safe. No oil spill observed. 
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• Fire/ Off South Africa/ 24 Aug 21. 
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that a Taiwan flagged fishing vessel JUI DER NO.16 
caught fire off South Africa, was Not Under Command and drifting. Fishing vessel 
HONG RONG was reported to be on the scene to render assistance.  

 

• Capsize/ Off Konark, India/ 24 Aug 21. 
 

On 24 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing boat with six fishermen onboard capsized off Konark, Odisha, 
India. Reportedly, the boat encountered heavy weather prevailing in the area and eventually capsized. Five 
fishermen swam safely to shore while one fisherman went missing.  

 

• SAR/ Off Tubbataha Reef, Philippines / 25 Aug 21. 
 

On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that the Philippine authorities rescued a French boat captain from a yacht off 
Tubbataha Reef, Philippines. Reportedly, the yacht encountered engine failure and was adrift at sea for 
several days due to heavy weather prevailing in the area and insufficient fuel. Subsequently, Philippine 
authorities rescued and shifted the individual ashore. 

 

• SAR / Off Silaqui Island, Philippines / 25 Aug 21. 
 

On 25 Aug 21, it was reported that the Philippine authorities rescued seven missing fishermen about 13 nm 
North West of Silaqui Island, Philippines. Reportedly, the fishing boat FB SEA HUNTER encountered engine 
failure and was stranded at sea. The rescued fishermen were transferred to local hospital for further treatment. 

 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Port Blair, India / 26 Aug 21. 
 

On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that an Indian flagged Passenger vessel SINDHU with 400 passengers onboard 
encountered mechanical failure off Port Blair, India. Reportedly, the vessel encountered steering failure 
causing the vessel return back. All passengers were shifted to another vessel KALIGHAT. 
 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Tanjung Punggai, Malaysia / 26 Aug 21. 
 

 On 26 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities detained a Malaysian flagged cargo ship with 12 
crew onboard about 3.8 nm South West of Tanjung Punggai, Johor, Malaysia. Reportedly, the vessel was 
anchored without a valid permit. The crew members and the vessel were taken into custody for further 
investigation. 
                                       

• Man Overboard/ Off Karnataka, India/ 28 Aug 21.  
 

On 28 Aug 21, it was reported that a fisherman fell overboard from a fishing vessel off Ullal, Karnataka, India. 
Reportedly, the fisherman fell overboard due to heavy weather prevailing in the area while returning with a 
catch of crabs. Later, another boat OCEAN BREEZE rescued the fisherman in the vicinity. 

 

• Mechanical Failure/ Off Jakarta Bay, Indonesia / 30 Aug 21. 
 

On 30 Aug 21, it was reported that an Indonesian flagged Passenger Ro-Ro vessel KELUD encountered 
engine failure in the waters of Jakarta Bay, Indonesia. Reportedly, the defect was rectified onboard and the 
vessel resumed her voyage. 

 

• Vessel Detained/ Off Johor, Malaysia/ 31 Aug 21. 
 

On 31 Aug 21, it was reported that Malaysian authorities detained Mongolia and Equatorial Guinea flagged 
tankers with seven and nine crew onboard about 17 nm of Tanjung Siang, Johor, Malaysia. Reportedly, the 
vessels were anchored without a valid permit. The vessels were taken into custody for further investigation.   

 

• Collision/ Off Kerala, India/ 31 Aug 21. 
 

On 31 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing boat ASHIQUE MON with nine fishermen onboard collided with 
debris of a boat about 3 nm off Puthuvype Coast, Kerala, India. Reportedly, the boat capsized after a collision 
with the debris of a boat that had capsized about three months ago at same place. All fishermen were rescued 
by the coastal authorities and shifted ashore. The boat was towed to safety by coastal authorities. 
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• Sunk/ Off Kyauk Phyu Island, Myanmar/ 31 Aug 21. 
 

On 31 Aug 21, it was reported that a fishing vessel AUNG THANT ZIN with 18 crew onboard collided with a 
rock off Kyauk Phyu Island, Myanmar. Reportedly, the vessel collided with a rock due to heavy weather 
prevailing in the area and eventually sank. All the crew members were rescued by Myanmar Navy. 
 

 
 
 
 

  

Carrying Containers on Bulk Carriers 

 
 
➢ The recent demand for container slots outstripping supply has led to an increase in requests for 
advice from bulk operators on the operational and contractual questions to consider when evaluating 
whether to load large quantities of containers on bulk carriers. 
 
➢ Some standard form contracts of carriage may already be adequate but, in general (i) any 
contract of carriage relating to cargo carried on deck needs to specifically and clearly state that such 
cargo is to be carried on deck (and that it is in fact carried on deck) and (ii) it is usual for the Carrier to 
include a clause excluding all liability for goods carried on deck so that the risks lie with the Shipper. 
 
➢ Hatch covers on bulk carriers are generally not designed to accommodate containers. Overall 
strength, point load limits and sealing arrangements may well be compromised if containers are loaded 
without first checking with hatch cover manufacturers and Class. 

 
➢ In order to suitably ‘care for the cargo’, crew will need to be familiar with carriage requirements 
and shippers’ instructions for the cargo concerned. 

 
➢ Guidance on securing cargo is contained within the IMO publication Code of Safe Practice for 
Cargo Stowage and Securing (CSS Code). 

 
Source: https://www.nepia.com/industry-news/carrying-containers-on-bulk-carriers-can-you-do-it/ 
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IAPH issues cyber guidelines for ports and port facilities 
 

 
 
➢ International Association of Ports and Harbours (IAPH) has launched the IAPH Cybersecurity 
Guidelines for Ports and Port Facilities. The guidelines are written by experts from IAPH member port 
authorities and associate member cybersecurity specialists as well as contributors from the World Bank, over 
a period of four months. 
 
➢ The guidelines are expected to serve as a crucial, neutral document for senior executive decision 
makers at ports who are responsible for safeguarding against cybersecurity risks as well as ensuring the 
continued business resilience of their organisation.  
 
➢ The document aims to assist ports and port facilities to establish the true financial, commercial and 
operational impact of a cyber-attack. It also is intended to help ports and port facilities make an objective 
assessment on their readiness to prevent, stop and recover from a cyber-attack. T 
 
➢ The guidelines also address the very difficult question of what port organisations need in terms of 
resources to effectively manage cybersecurity risks. The document, which is aimed at both technical and 
non-technical audiences, is designed to create awareness among management of port authorities of the 
need to address the issue of cybersecurity and to offer a pragmatic and practical approach to dealing with 
cyber threat actors.  
 
➢ The guidelines have been submitted to both the IMO Facilitation and Maritime Safety Committees for 
consideration.  
 
Source: https://www.iaphworldports.org/news/10416 
 
 

Cyber Attack 
 

 

https://bit.ly/IAPHCyberGuide1
https://bit.ly/IAPHCyberGuide1
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India's First Dugong Conservation Reserve Announced 
 

 
 

 
➢ The Indian state of Tamil Nadu on 03 Sep 21, announced the setting up of a 500 sq.km of the 
biodiversity-rich waters in the Palk Bay, on the southeast coast of Tamil Nadu, as India’s first dugong 
conservation reserve. The reserve will span the northern part of the Palk Bay from Adiramapattinam to 
Amapattinam. 
 
➢ According to Wildlife Institute of India (WII) estimates, only 200-250 Dugongs are left in the wild, of 
which 150 are found in the Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar, among the last surviving natural habitats for 
dugongs in the world.  
 
➢ It was reported that 500 sq.km is only an indicative number and the exact area will be demarcated 
after a detailed study and a stakeholder meeting after which the actual size of the conservation reserve will 
be notified. 
 
➢ Dugongs play a crucial role in maintaining healthy fish stock. Dugong is the only herbivorous marine 
mammal on earth that feeds exclusively on seagrass. It consumes 40kg of seagrass daily and helps in the 
growth of fresh vegetation. In the absence of dugongs, seagrass will grow densely and fish will not come to 
lay eggs.  
 
➢ In India, dugongs are found in Palk Bay, Gulf of Mannar in Tamil Nadu, Gulf of Kutch in Gujarat and 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 
 
Source: https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2021/sep/04/indias-1st-dugong-conservation-
reserve-to-be-in-tn-2354056.html 

Environmental Security 
 

 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Dugong?src=hashtag_click
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• Report finds Marine Protected Areas in Western Indian Ocean increased significantly since 2015. 
 

A new report has found that countries in the Western Indian Ocean (WIO) 
region have identified and set aside 143 marine and coastal locations as 
protected areas in an effort to build climate-resilient fishery systems and 
boost fish stocks.The protected areas cover 553,163 square kilometers, or 
nearly 7 percent of the total exclusive economic zone within the WIO 
region. Of that total, 63 percent of the area encapsulated by protected 
zones have been created since 2015, a new publication by the U.N. 
Environment Program (UNEP) - Nairobi Convention and the Western 
Indian Ocean Marine Science Association. With only 7 percent of the 
region’s EEZ under protection, greater momentum and investments will be required by countries to reach the 
more ambitious target of 30 percent protection by 2030, as proposed under the U.N.'s Global Biodiversity 
Framework.  
 

• Pollution Mapping App Goes Live. 
 

The industry-backed Eyesea pollution mapping initiative has gone live 
following six months of testing onboard commercial ships, recreational 
boats, and with community volunteers. The Eyesea app is now available on 
Google Play and in the Apple App stores. The pollution mapping initiative 
collects and processes oceanic pollution data, now via the click of a 
smartphone. Eyesea beta testing has been conducted by volunteers in 
countries including the US, Chile, The Netherlands, South Africa, Greece, 
Australia, India, Singapore, the UK, Germany, Turkey, and Hong Kong. 
Volunteers gave up their time to walk beaches and record and recover pollution as part of the app testing. 

 

• IMO Warns of Rising Number of Seafarer Abandonment Cases. 
 

The IMO's Legal Committee has reported an alarming uptick in the number of seafarer abandonment cases 
since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic last year. Between January 2020 an April 2021, the ILO/IMO joint 
database on abandonment recorded 111 new cases. 85 of these  cases in 2020 and the balance of 26 cases 
occurred in the first quarter of 2021. Only 46 have been resolved since, and 27 more have been reported since 
April 2021. The International Transport Workers Federation (ITF) reported a slightly lower number, with 53 
vessels and about 850 seafarers affected in 2020. Going by the IMO's 85-vessel count for the year, more than 
1,300 seafarers were affected. The committee noted two positive outcomes in high-profile cases. The crew of 
the bulker ULA, who staged a hunger strike in February 2021 to protest their continued captivity in the harbor 
at Shuaiba, Kuwait, have been repatriated. Egyptian officials also allowed the repatriation of the master of MV 
KENAN METE, who was effectively held hostage in a hotel in Egypt after a court declared him the "judicial 
guard" of the vessel. The owner had abandoned the ship and her 25 crewmembers, and the captain was the 
last person left. After intervention by the ITF, Egyptian officials allowed him to fly home. 

 

• Federal Republic of Germany joins the ReCAAP. 
 

On August 1, Federal Republic of Germany has joined the Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating 
Piracy and Armed Robbery against Ships in Asia (ReCAAP) as the twenty-first Contracting Party.   

 

• Indian elected as next ReCAAP Executive Director. 
 

ReCAAP is the first regional government-to-government agreement to 
promote and enhance cooperation against piracy and armed robbery 
against ships in Asia. The Indian candidate – the current Director General 
of Coast Guard, K Natarajan, was elected as the next Executive Director of 
the Regional Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed 
Robbery against Ships in Asia (ReCAAP).  

  

Information/ Events of Interest 
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• Saudi Arabia's First Cruise Ship Terminal Inaugurated At Jeddah. 
 
Saudi Arabia witnessed the launching of the country's first cruise ship terminal on 28 Jul 21, at the Jeddah 
Islamic Port by the Saudi Ports Authority (Mawani) in collaboration with the Saudi Cruise company.  The new 
terminal is capable of accommodating up to 2500 passengers.  

 

• Mozambican and Rwandan Forces Recapture Strategic African Port. 
 

The Rwandan Defense Force on August 8 reported that it has successively 
regained control of the port city of Mocimboa da Praia. A key port city, it was 
considered one of the last strongholds of the insurgency and its instability 
had been disrupting economic operations. Since 2017, the port town had 
become a de facto headquarters for the Islamic state-linked extremists, 
locally referred as Ansar- Al- Sunna. Last year, the group seized the town’s 
heavily guarded port after days of fighting the Mozambican forces. The port 
was mainly used for cargo deliveries to nearby oil projects, about 37 miles 
away, which are being developed by oil giant Total. The French energy company had begun to withdraw 
personnel in the spring due to the violence in the region.  

 

• UNODC uses IFC-IOR for keeping sea lanes free of maritime crimes. 
 

Advanced Technologies and data are also being provided by UNODC to 
Member states to help in the fight against maritime crime with the help of 
maritime domain awareness infrastructure, Satellite imagery, and radar 
systems. UNSC unanimously adopted the first Presidential Statement of the 
Council on Maritime Security, which has categorically reaffirmed that 
international law, under UNCLOS, is the main legal framework applicable to 
activities in the oceans. It recognizes the importance of enhancing 
international and regional cooperation to counter threats to maritime safety 
and security. UNODC is also working with Information Fusion Centre of the Indian Ocean Region 

 
 

• IMO Legal Committee agrees unified interpretation on limitation of liability. 
 

At its meeting held from 26 to 30 July 2021, the Legal Committee (LEG) of 
the IMO agreed on a unified interpretation of the test for breaking a 
shipowner’s right to limit liability under certain IMO conventions. The 
committee also considered several other issues relating to the abandonment 
of seafarers, to Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS) and to the 
committee’s future work programme. The unified interpretation was agreed in 
the form of three draft resolutions for approval at the next session of the IMO 
Assembly to be held in December 2021. The resolutions affirm that the test 
for breaking the right to limit liability is to be interpreted as virtually unbreakable, ie breakable only in very 
limited circumstances and based on the principle of un-breakability.   
 

• Shipping Industry Revises Size of Indian Ocean ‘High Risk Area’ 
for Piracy. 
 

With a continued downward trend in Somali piracy incidents, a group of the 
leading shipping organizations have agreed to reduce the geographic 
boundaries of the ‘High Risk Area’ in the Indian Ocean. In broad terms, the 
changes agreed to by BIMCO, ICS, INTERCARGO, INTERTANKO, and 
OCIMF, representing the global shipping and oil industries, reduced the HRA 
boundaries to the Yemeni and Somali Territorial Seas and Exclusive 
Economic Zones in its eastern and southern reaches with effect from 01 Sep 
21.  
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• Seabed 2030 Project and Kongsberg Maritime Partner on Seabed Map. 
 

The Nippon Foundation-GEBCO Seabed 2030 Project and Kongsberg 
Maritime have entered a Memorandum of Understanding in support of the 
global initiative to produce the complete map of the ocean floor. Under the 
terms of the MOU, the two parties will work together to advance 
understanding of ocean bathymetry. The effort complements the goals of the 
United Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development.  
Seabed 2030 is a collaborative project between The Nippon Foundation and 
GEBCO to inspire the complete mapping of the world's ocean by 2030, and 
to compile all bathymetric data into the freely available GEBCO Ocean Map. GEBCO is a joint project of the 
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) and the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), 
and is the only organization with a mandate to map the entire ocean floor.  

 

• MOL to Install Remotely Controlled Robots Onboard Vessels. 
 

Japanese shipping company MOL and MELTIN MMI Co., Ltd. inked a MoU 
for installation of remotely controlled robots in ocean shipping operations, 
including vessels, associated businesses, and offshore businesses.  As 
explained, the introduction of MELTIN’s remote-control robotic technology, 
being developed with the assumption that it will be used in areas such as 
dangerous, time-consuming work or duties done in extremely high and low-
temperature environments, can also help reduce the workload on seafarers, 
particularly in tasks that present challenges to hands-on operation. 

 

• Sri Lanka Seeks to Expedite Removal of X-Press Pearl. 
 

The government of Sri Lanka is working to expedite the removal of the 
wreck of the containership X-Press Pearl from its shores while also 
continuing its efforts to monitor for environmental pollution and damage as 
well as to receive compensation. A report from the government committee 
formed to investigate the damages and oversee the salvage operations 
details efforts that are expected to continue into 2022. The wreck removal 
arrangements are being coordinated with the government of Singapore, 
where the vessel was registered, along with the vessel’s owners, and the 
Sri Lankan High Commission in Singapore. The international salvage 
experts and P&I Club have advised that the removal should not begin until the current monsoon weather 
season has passed. However, the Sri Lankan authorities are negotiating to expedite the removal process. 
 

• Report on IUU Fishing, Bycatch and Shark Catch. 
 

Illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing undermine the sustainable 
management of fisheries resources and disadvantages legal, sustainable 
fisheries. Bycatch can negatively affect the conservation of protected living 
marine resources. NOAA Fisheries has published its biennial report based 
on information collected on IUU fishing activities, high seas shark catch 
data, and bycatch data from a variety of sources, including stakeholders, 
regional fishery management organizations (RFMOs), and other publicly 
available data.  Additionally, NOAA Fisheries conducts outreach to nations 
and entities requesting information about their regulations and management measures.  
 

• UK announces £16.2m to Tackle Climate Change, Protect Ocean. 
 

The United Kingdom (UK) has announced £16.2m for five programmes to tackle climate change, restore ocean 
health and reduce poverty in developing countries under its £500 million Blue Planet Fund. In Bangladesh, the 
Ocean Country Partnership Programme (OCPP), one of the five programmes, will support aquatic food 
production and trade. 
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• Falcon Eye Project and Maritime Security. 
 

 In June, Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari commissioned a state-of-
the-art Falcon Eye Maritime Intelligence Facility at the Naval Headquarters in 
Abuja. The commissioning of the facility, a brainchild of the Office of the 
National Security Adviser (ONSA), is part of efforts to boost Nigeria’s overall 
maritime security architecture, in accordance with the National Security 
Strategy (NSS). Falcon Eye is a mass surveillance system that uses a 
number of radars, electro-optic systems and cameras operated from a 
command centre.  It is estimated that Nigeria loses about $26.3 billion 
annually to various forms of criminality particularly piracy and sea robbery.  
 

• Ocean Technologies Group Offers Support to Help Seafarers Cope with Piracy Attacks. 
 

 Piracy attacks on vessels in the commercial shipping sector are an on-going 
problem with particular hotspots in areas such as the Gulf of Aden, the Gulf of 
Guinea and the South China Sea. Marlins, part of the Ocean Technologies Group, 
has created an e-learning course to help seafarers recognize the specific signs 
and symptoms of PTSD, explain how it can be treated and offer guidance on the 
support options available to seafarers.  

 
 

• Shipping Urged to Review Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Use as Methane’s Role in Climate Change 
is Revealed. 
 

Methane is a key component of LNG, the supposedly cleaner and more 
efficient transition fuel many in the shipping industry believe will provide a 
stepping-stone to zero-emission transport. Members of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a body of scientists 
and others from 195 countries, launched the first of four reports, which is 
expected to highlight the growing influence of methane in the warming of the 
atmosphere. A low-pressure engine design is more prone to methane slip – 
where not all the LNG is burnt in the cylinder and methane is released into 
the atmosphere through the exhaust gases. High-pressure engines suffer less methane slip but are far more 
expensive to fit.  

 

• Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the month of Sep 21 in IOR region has been 
uploaded on IFC-IOR website for reference.  
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Disclaimer 
Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal 
and external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and 
open sources. The report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and 
anomalies to ensure safety and security of mariners and seafarers. While due care and effort 
has been taken to ensure veracity of data, due diligence may be exercised for subsequent 
usage of information contained therein. IFC-IOR requests and seeks assistance of all 
stakeholders to report incidents in the region to undertake accurate predictive and 
prescriptive analysis and build a comprehensive picture of existing threats in the maritime 
domain.  The information contained in the report and the analysis thereon, is not reflective of 
the views of the Indian Government or Indian Navy in any manner. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Details 

In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea, please 
contact IFC-IOR:- 

Website: -  https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/ifc-ior/ 
Email: - ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in 
Tel: -  +91 1242208385, +91 7428963733 
Fax: -  +91 1242209385 
Twitter: -         @IFC_IOR 
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